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ABSTRACT

This dissertation gives a close analysis of the let

ters of Clarissa and Lovelace written after five crucial inci-

dents in the novel. Based on structuralist assumption that

language constructs and shapes our world, this thesis examines

the writing style of the two main characters of Clarissa.

The manner of linguistic ~xpression of these characters i~

considered: i.e., diction; choice of words, tone, sentence

structure and syntax, the types of figurative langu~ge; ima-

gery, and rhetorical devices. In the process, we di~cover that

Richardson u~e~ style to reveal character and the unconsciou~.

How a writer says whatever he s~ys is as important as What he

2~YS.

In the last few years, much critical attention has been

paid to Lovelace. His attractiveness as a dashing young rake

cannot be denied. However, some of Richardson's main aim~ in

writing Clarissa are to "warn the inconsiderate and thoughtless

of the one sex against the base arts and designs of specious

contrivers of the other," and to warn young people again~t the

notion that "a reformed rake makes the best husband." Lovelace

claims to be reformed, but his ntyle, unaltered from beginning

to end, shows that he i~ not. Thi~ paper shift~ the attention

away from Lovelace to the true heroine of the novel, Claris~a.

She is in fact Richardsont~ idea of "christianity... thrown into
iii



action." His portrayal of her makes him truly worthy of the

title "master in the delineation of the female heart."
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INTRODUCTION

You and I always admired the noble simplicity
and natural ease and dignity of style, which are
the di~tingui~hing characteristics of these book~,

whenever any passages from them, by way of quota
tion in the works of other authors, popped upon us.
And once I remember you, even you, observed that
tho~e passages always appeared to you like a rich
vein of golden ore, which runs through baser metals;
embellishing the work they were brought to authenticate. I

-- Mr. Belford to Robert Lovelace, Esq.

In Samuel Richardson's Clarissa, or, The History of a

Young Lady, almost every character who writes, from the most

important to the most insignificant, is acutely conscious of

style. In the passage just quoted, Belford is praising the

simple, natural and dignified style of the books of the Bible,

specifically that of the Book of Job, the book most frequently

used by Clarissa~ Belford's description of "these books" is not

unlike Samuel Johnson's somewhat facetiou~ description of the

requirements for the epistolary style: "Ease and simplicity,

an even flow of unlaboured diction, and an artless arrangement

of obvious sentiments," said Johnson. Anthony Kearney points

out that in the novel it is Clarissa who comes clo~est to
2writing in this way. The other characters, including the

articUlate and charming Lovelace, fall somewhat short of this

standard.

Lovelace, the dashing young hero modelled after the

rake figure in Restoration drama, 3 is the correspondent who

writes with the most artificial style. His letters are full

of flouri~hes and unnatural expres~ions, utterly unlike the

I
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~implicity of Clarissa's. Richardson himself i~ very aware of

the importance of style. In a letter to Sophia Westcomb he

writes, "styles differ .... as much as faces, and are indicative,

generally beyond the power of disguise, of the mind of the

writer~" 4 In Clarissa, he uses style not only to reveal the

personalities of the characters to u~, but to the character~

them~elves. Becau'=le they are all "writing to the moment,"

the characters, as well as the readers, are in a continual

process of di'=lcovery.

De~pite the unusual length of the novel, there are

scenes which readers of Clarissa never forget. 5 These scene~,

marking turning-points in the relation~hip of Clari~sa and

Lovelace, are recorded vividly by these two II pcribblers"

themselves. Their letters written during or shortly after

these incidents are particularly important a~d revealing.

What they say and how they say things show who and what they

really are, and how Richardson wants his reader~ to view them.

In Clarissa Richardson for the first time takes full

advantage of the epi~tolary form of the novel. Through the use

of mUltiple point~ of view, he is able to create intere~ting,

engaging character~. Lovelace and Clarissa, each aware of the

other'~ ~kill and talent with words, are the focu~ of our

attention becau~e Richardson has endowed them with hi~ O~TI

creative imagination and writing skill. The more they write

and develop their own styles and voices, the more attractive

and fascinating they become.
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As one read~, one discovers that what Belford said

about "those passages" is applicable to Richardsonf~ own work.

Richardson's special use of words is "like a rich vein of golden

ore, which runs through baser metal~; embellishing the work

they were brought to authenticate." Analyzing the prose ptyle

of his two principal characters becomes a "key" by which the

reader can unlock some of the rooms in Richardson'~ complex

man~ion.
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NOTES

lSamuel Richardson, Clarissa. or. The History of a
Young Lady (London: J .M. Dent & Sons Ltd., Everyman's
Library, 1932), IV, p. 6. All further references will be
to this four volume edition and will appear in parentheses
in the text.

2Anthony Kearney, "Clarissa and the Ep~olary Form",
Essays in Criticism, XVI (1966), 44-56.

3various critics have written on the similaritiee
between Lovelace and Restoration rakes. See Samuel Johnson's
Life of Rowe, Alan Dugald McKillop's Samuel Richardson. Prin
ter and Novelist (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 1936), Ira Konigsber~'s Samuel Richardson and the Dra
matic Novel (Lexington: Un1verslty of Kentucky Press, 1968),
Margaret Ann Doody's A Natural Passion: A Study of the Novels
of Samuel Richardson (London: Oxford University Press, 1974).

4John Carrol, ed., Selected Letters of Samuel Richardson
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1964), p. 64.

5Percy Lubbock, The Craft of Fiction (Northampton:
John Dickens & Co. Ltd., 1926),pp. 4-5. Percy Lubbock places
Richardson with Tolstoy and Flaubert, praising them for their
"command of life, their grasp of character, their knOWledge
of human affections and manners." He says of the heroine~c~-

(lafter living for a time with people like Clarissa Harlowe or
Anna Karenina or Emma Bovary we have had a lasting experience
••• These women, with some of the scenes and episodes of their
history, remain with us as vividly as though we had known them
in life.



Chapter I

THE FIRST LETTERS

Despite Richardson'~ insi~tence upon his "No-Plan"

for Clari~~a to Aaron Hill and to Johannes Stinstra, it i~ an

extremely well-designed novel. 1 Frederick Hilles has ~hown

how Richardson "mapped" the plot according to the calendar

and according to the division by volumes. 2 Richardson's

careful planning can be seen from the start. At the begin

ning of the novel through Anna Howe's letter, he introduces

the main characters Claris~a and Lovelace, and the relation

ship of their families to each other. This opening letter is

in the gui~e of an inquiry, but it is more like an expository

letter,as Richardson has Anna touch on all the main concerns

of the novel.

In "Letter I" we find out that Clari~sa i~ Ann8.'~

"dearest friend," we learn about the "disturbances" in the

Harlowe family and about Clari~'H:~a'8 "distingui.S'hed merit~. "

The duel, James' "fierce and uncontrollable temper," and

"generous" Mr. Lovelace are mentioned (I, 1-2). The reactions

of Anna's "mother," Clarissa's "uncles," and her "younger

si.ster" are described (I, 2). And in the postscripts, Anna

asks for the "preamble to the clauses" in Claris<:,a~s grand

father'e will which was the cause of the whole problem. J

5
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After such an introduction comes Clarissa's first

letter. We have been prepared by Anna for one who i~ "so

steady, so uniform in conduct" and one who excels all her

sex (I, 2). Claris~a's opening paragraph is a good example

of her personality as ~hown by her writing ~tyle. She write~:

How you oppre~s me, my dearest friend; with your polite
ness~ I cannot doubt your sincerity; but you ~hould take
care that you give me not reason from your kind partiality
to call in question your judgement. You do not di~tingui~h

that I take many admirable hint~ from you, and have the
art to pas~ them upon you for my own. For in all you do,
in all you say, nay, in your very looks (so animated~)
you give lesson~, to one who loves you and ob~erves you
as I love and ob~erve you, without knowing that you do -
so pray, my dear, be more sparing of your praise for the
future, lest after this confession we should susnect
that you secretly intend to praise yourself, While you
would be thought only to commend another. (I, 3)

There are three sentences in this noticeably long paragraph.

Clarissa, like Richardson, is very conscious of what she

writes. She wants to make sure that her readers understand

her correctly. Thus, she often makes a statement, qualifies

the meaning and then adds to it. For example, she write~,

"For in all you do, in all you say, nay, in your very look~.••

you give lesson~ (I, 3).

Clarissa i~ scrupulous in her use of language. Her

~entences are u~ually long and convoluted because she is con-

cerned with exactness. If one word or phrase is inadequate

to express what she really feels, she uses many to make sure

that her whole idea is there. For example, she says Anna

gives her lessons not only in what she does, but in what

she says, and in what she lodks like. Clarissa not only loves
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.~a, but ob~erves her actions. It is inadequate to ~ay that

she loves Anna only, becau~e it would imply a blind kind of

adoration. To say that f'he "love~ and observe~" her gives

the full import of studying her with good or kind intention~.

As Mark Kinkead-Weekes says:

Hers is primarily an analytic mode in which words are
taken seriously, weighed against one another, assayed
by repeated examination. The structure of her sentences
has a constant tendency to balance and antithesis, moving
words into meaningful collocation or ·distinction .•• theEe

,is a large conceptual vocabulary, aiming at precision.

Hence the need for these long sentences.

Although Clarissa is supposed to be writing about her

o~m affairs--Anna has asked, "write .•. the whole of your

~tory," -- thi~ first paragraph has more ~econd person than

first per~on pronouns. Clari~sa begins her f'tory not with

her~elf, as most autobiographers do, but with concerns about

her "dearest friend." She says, "How you oppres eo me, ... with

your politene~s," "You do not distinguish," and "For in all

you do ... " (I, 3). Richardson shows Clarissa's generous and

unselfish nature. In the author's preface, she is "propo~ed

as an examplar to her sex" (I, xiv). From the start, we are

to see Clarissa as "this truly admirable creature," as Lovelace

later says (I, 145).

In contrast to Lovelace's, Clarissa's writing is full

of words relating to virtue and goodness. She does not

doubt AnnatI:' "eoincerity," but chides her for her "politeness,"

"kind p8.rtiali ty" and "judgement." Clari ~<:.'a take!? many
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"admirable hints" from Anna (I, 3). At once we are made

aware of Clarissa's inherent goodness, her gentle manners and

her fine moral character. Her first paragraph reveals her

partiality to fairness and honesty. Unlike Lovelace's, her

vocabulary, like her character, i~ full of goodness and

sincerity.

Another example of Clari~sa's long sentence comes

shortly after:

For whether it be owing to a faulty impatience
having been too indulgently treated to be inured to
blame, or to the regret I have to hear tho~e censured
on my account whom it i~ my duty to vindicate; I have
sometimes wished that it had pleased God to have taken
me in my last fever, when I had everybody's love and good
opinion; but oftener that I had never been distinguished
by my grandfather as I was: since that distinction has
estranged from me my brother's and sister's affections;
at least, has raised a jealousy with regard to the

. apprehended favour of my two uncles, that now and then
overshadows their love. (I, 4)

This sentence is so long it takes up a whole paragraph.

Richardson shows how thoroughly and carefully Clarissa thinks

pomething out before saying it. She says, "For whether it be

owing to a faulty impatience or to the regret I have to hear

those cen~ured on my account •.. " and make!"! sure she has not

neglected any po~~ibilitie~. Unlike Lovelace who feel~ that

he has a right to be vain about tI self-taught, .~elf-acquiredlt

attributes such as "the gracefulness of dress, •.. debonair,

and ••• assurance" (I, 146), Clarissa regrets that ~he is

praised and distinguished as her merits have only caused

jealousy and unhappiness.
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At this early stage Richardsnn foreshadows the conclusion

of the novel. He gives us a hint of Clari~sa's extraordinarily

calm attitude towards death. She wi~hes sometimes "that

it had pleased God" to have taken her in her last illness.

Her sense of God's mercy and benevolence is so strong that

she has absolutely no fear of death. She has no close friend

other than Anna. The ties of affection binding her to thi~

world are few. Clarissa is aware that this world is not

really her home, so when she writes later of "my father's

house" (IV, 157), ~he literally means it. The death wi~h at

the end of the novel becomes probable and believable when we

~ee how Richardson has prepared us for it from the start.

In telling the "little history," Clarissa is aware

that her version of the story may be biased (I, 4). She

promises to "recite facts only," leaving her readers to

"judge the truth of the report raised that the younger ~ister

has robbed the elder" (I, 4). Her sense of reporting the

truth can be contrasted with Mr. Elias Brand, the extremi~t

of biased opinions and of the perversion of truth. Brand

has no qualms about bringing preconceived notions and pre-

judices into his narration. He relies on other's accounts,

never bothering to verify the ptory.

On the other hand, Clarissa promi~e8 to "be as

particular as you desire," to "give ... minute descriptions,"

aJld not to "pass by the air and manner in which thingp are

spoken" 5(I, 4,5). She tell~ Bella's story not from other
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people'~ accounts, but from what Bella her~elf has told her,

emphasizing the fact that she was ab""ent at her "Dairy-hou~e"

(I, 4) when.it all happened. She report~ the Lovelace

Bella court~hip verbatim, as Bella has told her.

De~pite her care, there i~ a certain amount of ~pirit

in Clari~sa'~ tran~cription of her ~i~ter'~ story. Her

use of italics in Bella's ~peech aids in creating a self

satisfied, and later comical, picture of Bella. Clari~sa

reports what Bella says, with comments of her ovm: "So handsome

a man: -- 0 her beloved Clary: (for then she was ready to love

me dearly from the overflowings of her good humour on his

accountn He was but too handsome a man for her:" (I, 5).

Clari~sa'~ changing of Bella'2 address to her in the third

per~on makes the phra~e of endearment sound false, as it mu~t

have ~ounded to her. She sees through her ~i~ter's fits of

affection: unlike Anna, Bella loves Claris""a only when her

o~~ prospects are assured.

In general she is a careful reporter. What she does

not know, she does not claim to know. She is hesitant about

her narrative, u~ing phrases like "it seems," or she tell~

us: "How they managed it in their next conversation I know

not" (I, 7). Her own opinions are set off either by brackets

or an apologetic comment. She quotes Bella: "It was bash

fulness in Mr. Lovelace, my dear):" (I, 6). Or she says,

"Then my poor ~ister is not naturally good-humoured. This is
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too well knov-m a truth for me to endeavor to conceal it,

especially from you" (I, 7). Clarissa does colour her narra

tive with her own opinions, but with justifiable reasons.

Unlike Lovelace who deliberately perverts or twists perspec-

tives until one does not know whether he is lying to himself

or not, Clarissa's narrative remains throughout the novel as

the most reliable source of truth for the reader, despite

Samuel Johnson's observation that "there is always something

which ~he prefers to truth."

Clarissa'p reliability as a narrator is ~hovm by

Richard~on's arrangement of the letters. Her narrative domi

nates the first section of the novel. 6 Her accounts of what

happens at Harlowe Place are not contradicted by anyone else,

unlike the highly dubious versions told by Lovelace of what

later happens which have to be qualified by Clarissa's account.

Richardson lets Clarissa be the sole teller of the tale at this

stage. Her version of the story is the version he wants us

to have.

Unlike Lovelace or Lord M. who have to resort to

cliched sayingp and proverbs for a means of expression,

Clari~sa does not use quotations to back up her arguments very

much. Instead, her strength lie~ in her original, clear and

well-thought-out way of stating her ideas. One of the few

places where she does cite a quotation occurs at the end of

Letter II. Clarissa is having a bit of fun with Bella'~

"encouraging denial" at this point (I, 8). She quotes
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Miss Biddulph's "answer to a copy of verses from a gentleman,

reproaching our sex as acting in disguise" (I, 8). Although

written and used in jest, the verse emphasizes the need to

"put off disguise, and be sincere" (I, 8). It denounces

"false hearts" and "dissembling parts" (I, 8). It is

interesting to note that later Lovelace's first quotation

expresses the very opposite sentiments. Lovelace prai8e~ one

who "does but act a part" and says that he "must practise for

this art" in order to ~ucceed with Clari~sa (I, 145). Clearly,

Richardson wants us to see from the start how his two main

characters are poles apart and unsuitable for each other.

We can see why the author adamantly refused Lady Bradshaigh's

pleas to "be merciful" and to give the novel a happy ending. 7

Letter II closes with "Here I am obliged to lay down

my pen. I will soon resume it" (I, 8). This phrase, of not

much consequence at this point, becomes increasingly more

important as the story progresses. Clarissa here is "obliged"

to lay do¥m her pen probably for a trifling reason: perhaps

she is called do¥m to tea or to ~upper. But as the problem

of her marriage and suitor become more serious, Clarissa is

"obliged" to lay dO\Am her pen, forced to give up one of her

greate~t delights, not only by authorities like her parents,

her "friends" and relatives, but even by Lovelace and the

~ervant~. She will no longer be able to "resume" writing or

use scribbling as the "innocent" employment between friends

(I, 8, 50). As Lovelace's shadow invades Clarissa's happy
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world, the act of writing become~ a dark and desperate attempt

to preserve order. A letter from Anna becomes Clari~~a's

only hope, her only meanp of communication with the sane

and moral world which she has knovm all her life.

Clari~sa's way of telling how Lovelace transfers his

attention from Bella to her is in keeping with her character.

She s~arts: "It was immediately observed that his attention

was fixed on me" (I, 9). Although she herself is the focus

of this story, she does not start with the first person point

of view, but rather with an impersonal observation. She goes

on to give the reactions of her "haughty" ~i8ter, her "pleased"

Aunt Hervey, her hesitant mother, her delighted uncles and her

dubiou~ father before she writes about her own reaction~

(I, 9-10). In contrast to Anna Howe who is spontaneous and

outspoken, and who, placed in Clari~sa's circumstancep,

would have ~tarted the narrative with her o~~ exaggerated

reactions, Clari~sa leaves her opinion for the laet. She

answers prudently that she "did not like him at all; he seemed

to have too good an opinion both of his person and parts to

have any great regard to his wife" (I, 10).

Another example of her prudence and sagacity can be

seen in her exceptionally perceptive comments. Clarispa i2

only a young girl of eighteen, but she seems to understand

life and human nature very well. Talking about Lovelace's

indulgent parents 2..."1d lax upbringing, ~he says: "A case too

common in con8iderable familiee where there i~ an only son,
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and his mother never had any child" (I, 11). Checking her

self lest her attitude is_ too disrespectful, she says later:

"It is not for a child to seek to clear her own "character,

or to justify her actions, at the expense of the most revered

ones" (I, 20). Realizing the unreliability of people's praises,

she says: "Our flatterers will tell us anything ~ooner than

our faults, or what' they know we do not like to hear: (I, 23).

About giving in to men ~he says, "Our sex perhaps must expect

to bear a little--uncourtliness ehall I call it? -- from the

husband whom as the lover they let know the preference their

hearts gave him to all other men" (I, 23). These statements

are just a few examples of her prudence and wi~dom. Her

letter~ can be read, as Richardson intended, "not •.. only

to divert and amuse," but as a guide for young ladies (I, xv).

In this first letter Clarissa explains why she writes.

She derives a real pleasure from writing, using it as an

in~tructive and healthy pastime. She says: "Still the less

perhap~ as I love writing; and tho~e who do, are fond, you

know, of occasions to use the pen" (I, 12). While Lovelace

writes to show off his ability, Clarissa write~ for herself,

to create order within and someh~# to find consolation and

comfort. She says: "So that when I could not change the

subject, I used to retire either to my music or to my closet"

(I, 15). Clarissa's attitude to solitude, her turning inward

for help are signs of her maturity and self-reliance.
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The form of writing which is the epitome of solitude

is the journal. Two of the best diary-keeper~ of all times

are Samuel Pepys and James Boswell, of the seventeenth and

the eighteenth century. As well as manifesting a need to

record and to keep track of a busy life, Journal writing. ~hows

a desire to explore and examine the conscience. One can tell

a diary what one could not tell others. Laurence Stone says

of writing in the eighteenth century:

Literacy is probably a necessary pre-condition for the
growth of introspection .••writing and reading, unlike
the telling of tales by the fireside, are inherently
lonely occupations. Unless he is reading aloud, Which
often happened in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,
the individual is carrying on an interview between him
self and the writing on the page, and thb~ inanimate
object, this page of paper covered with lines in ink,
provided the es~ential means of communication for the
new sensibility. The growth of literacy... created a
literature of self-exploration, from the novel to the
love letter. 8

The narrator~ of many of the literature of thi~ century are

thus often solitary, detached observers. The fact that they

read and wri te set~ them apart from others. In poetry, there

are such pieces as Edward Young's "Night Thought~" and
. ~

Thomas Gray's "Elegy WrJ.tten,in a Country Churchyard." In

prose fiction, there are such books as John Bunyan's Pilgrim'~

Progres~, Daniel Defoe's Robinson Crusoe, Moll Flander~,

A Journ~l of the Plague Year and Roxana, and Laurence Sterne'Q

Trietr2~ Shandv. The protagonietp of these work~ are all

outpide society, either through exile or by choice. They

~t~nd apart from the norm and from conventional society, and
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are all concerned with recording, writing about themselve~

and their "history~" Richardson's Pamela and Clariss.8,

although set in a very social world like the rest of these

books, ~how the peculiarly eighteenth century tendency towards

self-analysis and intro~pection.

Clarissa's love of writing links her to the man who,

according to Bella, "had a tolerable knack of writing and

de~cribing" (I, 12). Although Richardson introduce~

Lovelace at the very beginning of the novel, hi~ first letter

doep not appear until thirty letter~ (Richardson's count)

have passed between Clarissa and Anna. Richardson builds

up his reader's curiosity about Lovelace before he allows

Lovelace himself to enter the novel with his o~m narrative.

Various people have warned us earlier of Lovelace's "spirit"

(I, 2), his great "birth, his fortune in po~sessionl1 (I, 5),

his "bad character" (I, 6), his I1 vivacity and courage l1 (I, 14)

and hi"" "libertine" tendencie~ (I, 63). His first letter,

full of his trademarks, lives up to all the expectations

we have of him.

Lovelace starts his letter by writing: "In vain dOGt

thou 2nd thy compeers pre~s me to go to town, while I a~ in .

r'uch an uncertainty a~ I an{ at pre""ent with this proud beauty"

(I, 14h). Richardson accounts for Lovelaca's use of "thee"

and "thou" in a footnote saying: "These gentlemen affected

What they called the Roman style" (I, 14h). This ~econd

person familiar pronoun is used by the Quakers to show
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familiarity and simplicity. In the case of Lovelace and hip

"compeers", simplicity is not the object; rather, their use

of "thee" and "thou" is deliberately affected, reminding us

of poetry, of Shakespeare and of Restoration theatre. Lovelace

and his friends not only behave like Restoration rakes, they

speak like them.

In this first sentence he calls Clari~sa his "proud

beauty." Lovelace has a way of projecting himself into others.

He often accuses others of faults of which he himpelf is guilty.

Up until this point Clarissa'~ treatment of Lovelace has not

really been "proud." She has consented to write to him desnite

the objection~ of her family. It i? Lovelace who~e pride is

hurt because for once he hap met ~omeone who is not an easy

conquest. Hip calling her "proud beauty" ""hows hi~ tendency

to ~ee his o~m faults in others.

At the same time, llproud beauty" is·a conventional

phrase used by poets and rejected suitors. In this long first

letter, Lovelace never refers to Clarissa by her simple name.

He never perceives her for What she really is, even at her

deathbed. Rather, hi~ conception of her is hip o~~ creation

from the start, al1 imaginative and fanciful one. She is "the

lady," "my charmer," "an adored beauty," "this truly admirRble

creature," "this angel of a woman," "the divinity," "a goddes8,"

"the divine Clari~sa H8rlm~e," "this charming frol"!t-piece,"

"an angel", "the beloved of my eooul," "fair one", "mo~t exalted

of female minds," and "loveliest of persons" (I, l4L~-149).
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These appellations 5how not only his creative and fertile ~ind,

but his familiarity with the conventions of Renaissance courtly

poetry and Restoration drama.

For Lovelace, Clari~sa i~ the ideal woman, the perfect

subject for hi~ poetic energy. He i~ the romantic courtier

who honour~ women in sonnets. Inspired by "those confounded

poets, with their serenely-celestial descriptions" as much as

by the lady, he tell~ Belford about his "desire to become a god

dess-maker" (I, 145). He says:

I must needs try my new-fledged pinions in ponnet, elegy,
and madrigal. I must have a Cynthia, a Stella, a Sachari
ssa ... darts, and flames, and the devil knows what, must
I give to my Cupid. I must create beauty, and place it
where nobody else would find it: and many times have I
been at a loss for a subject, when my new-created goddess
has been kinder than it was proper for my plaintive son-
net that she should be. (I, 145-146)

As long as Clarissa remain~ exalted and out of reach, ~he pro-

vides him with all the inspiration he needs to write. To him,

ehe i~ the ultimately perfect, as well as the ultimately unreal

y...roman.

In the same passage, one can eee Lovelace's ob~ession

with po~ses8ion. He must not only "create beauty" but mu~t

"place it where nobody else (can) find it." The tendency to

po~sess sho~~ here anticipates his abduction of Clariesa to

the London brothel where "nobody else ~uld find" her. Not

contented with having a subject for his poems, he wants an at

tentive subject who will worship him and watch his every move.

Like an actor, he needs an audience to which he can play hi~

best parts.
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If Lovelace were on stage, he would be full of exagge

rated gestures and dramatic poses. On paper, thi~ extravagance

come~ out in his frequent use of the superlative. Lovelace

say~ that Clarissa's suitor Mr. Solmes is the "most unpromising

in his person and qualities, the most formidable in his offers"

(I, 144). Clarissa's father is "a father the most gloomy and

po?itive." Her brother is "the most arrogant and ~elfi~h" (I,

144). Lovelace sees Clarissa as the ultimate goal or conquest;

her family then becomes the ultimate enemy or obstacle to the

prize. His verbal pictures of them are exaggerated, fantastic

and unreal. In his mind~ he recreates their characters, con

ceptualizing them in highly distorted, theatrical terms.

Unlike Clarissa's serious and sober style, Lovelace's

is jocular, spontaneous and lively. He writes as fast as he

thinks, or so it seem?, as his pentences overflow with his own

quee'tion~ and comments: "Why, I'll tell thee what, as near as

I can remember; for it was a great while ago: it wa~ --egad,

Jack, I can hardly tell what it was -- but a vehement a~pira-

tion after a novelty, I think" (I, 145). Vihile Clari <='sa 't:' sen

tences are long because she is concerned with exactness, Lovelace'~

are long because he digresses and indulges in "dashes, rhetor~-

cal questions and dramatic asides" 9 used to attract and sustain

audience's attention. His art of conversation -- the direct

address to the listener, the comic exaggeration, the seem-

ingly confiding tone ip all part of his charm and sophi~ti-

cation. His ability to make fun of himself and hi<=' past follie<:'

adds to hip attractivene<:,s.
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Lovelace comnares himself to a "hero in rom~ce" (I,

149). His writing is full of imaginative metaphors and fan

tastic comparisons. Often, his images are derived from the

animal kingdom. In this first letter, he writes, "to be proud

of what a man is answerable for the abuse of, and has no merit

in the right use of, is to strut, like the jay, in a borrowed

plumage" (I, lL~6). Another example of bird imagery is found

when he talks about his first "fair jilt." He says, "And when

the bird was flown,. I set more value upon it, than when I had

it ~afe in my cage, and could visit it when I pleased" (I,

146). He compares men and women not to higher beings such as

angels, but to beast or fowl, or even to inanimate objects.

This tendency to look down from his level of creation for exam

ples and metaphors reminds us of Milton's Satan who al~o looks

down. Satan takes the shape of a cormorant or a toad, and his

final downfall gives us a hint of what will happen to Lovelace.

Using metaphors is a way of distancing, objectifying,

and even recreating an experience. Lovelace u~es metaphors as

a way of control, diminishing other people'S importance and

exaggerating his own power in his images. He makes Joseph

Leman a "double-faced agent" which enables him to "dance his

employer upon [hi~own wires" (I, 147). He tells Belford that

"By thiR engine, who~e springs I am continually oiling, I play

them all off" (I, 147). Kinkead-Weekes pOInts out that Lovelace

is "Imperial .•.His Imperialism expresses itself in tone of

address (Thee and Thou), in metaphors of power, warfare and
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conquest, and in-his attitudes to Language itself." 10 Lovelace

sees himself as a powerful, Tamburlaine-like king: "Then shall

I have aLl the rascals and rascalesses of the family come creep

ing to me: I prescribing to them; and bringing that sordidly

imperious brother to kneel at the footstool of my throne" (I,

148). This fantasy, like many of the fantasies he later has

of Clarissa and of Anna, is really on the brink of madness.

One of Lovelace's greatest talents may be his imaginative abi

lity, but it is this same ability which leads to his and to

Clari~sa's destruction. His belief that he can create and con-

trol his own world makes him unable to face up to reality un

til it is too late.

Like a guilty person caught at his own game, Lovelace

denies charges laid against him too vehemently and rather sus

piciously. He says that he is proud but denies being a hypocrite:

I have no notion of playing the hypocrite so egre
giously, as to pretend to be blind to qualifications which
everyone sees and acknOWledges. Such praise-begging
hypocrisy! Such affectedly disclaimed attributes! Such
contemptible praise-traps! But yet, shall my vanity ex-
tend only to personals. (I, 146)

One notices the great number of words relating to preci~ely

the fault that he denies having. He u~es words like "playing,"

"hypocrite," "hypocri~y," "affectedly" and "contemptible prai~e-

traps." For a person who does not practise the art of hypocri

~y, he certainly knows a lot about it. Richardson i~ aware of

the fact that what one writes or what orie says is often what

one is preoccupied with at that moment. Although Lovelace
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thinks he is no hypocrite, his frequent references to hypocrisy

suggest how deeply it is imbedded in him.

Whereas Clarissa's language is full of meditation and

moderation, Lovelace's is full of passion and extremes. He

finds "the workings of the passion of [his) stormy soul" best

expressed by Dryden:

But raging flames tempestuous souls invade:
A fire, which ev'ry windy passion blows;
With Pride it mounts, and with Revenge it glows.

(I, 147)

Fire is an apt image for What Lovelace feels. His love, like

fire, burns at a high temperature and destroy~ the things around

it. It flares up quickly and consumes itself. As Kinkead-Weekes

says, "The main tradition behind [Lovelace] is that of Restora

tion tragedy, and he himself is aware of this discrimination

between the stormy rageful lover (which he prefers) and the

softer kind, between Dryden and Otway." 11 Ironically enough,

"raging flames" do "invade" "tempestuous souls" literally 1a-

ter on in the story. As Lovelace gains control of Clarissa and

her world, his poetic metaphors become literal. Part of Love1ace'~

fgntasy becomes reality in the fire scene when he succeeds in

rousing the half-clothed Clari~sa from her sleep into his arms.

Lovelace emphasizes the phrase, "with Revenge it ~ha11

glow:" (I, 147). The word "glow" is used earlier on in the no-

vel by Anna Howe when she asks C1arir-sa if she "glows" as she

reads about Lovelace. She alarms Clarissa by inminuating that

Clarissa's breast goes "throb, throb, throb" with regard to

Lovelace (I, 46). The use of the same word by Anna and Lovelace
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suggests a link between the two characters. They are both

more worldly and more sophisticated than Clarissa. As Anna

says to Clarissa, "I am fitter for this world than you; you

for the next than meV'(I, 43). Like Lovelace, Anna is a woman

of the world. In both their writing, they use words like

"love," "throb," and "glow." Their daring and passionate spi

rit~ enable them to express sentiments which Clarissa does not

even know or dare acknowledge that she possesses.

Lovelace's power and mainpulative skill show not only

through hi~ use of metaphors, but in his sentence structure.

He is the puppeteer who controls the wires, in actions as well

as in language. In his first letter, he exhibits his skill as

a rhetorician. He boasts: "This, therefore, if I take my mea

sures right, and my familiar fail me not, will secure her mine

in spite of ,them all, in spite of her own inflexible heart:

mine , without reformation pro'mises, without the necessity of

a siege of years" (I, 148). Lovelace uses the anaphoric repe

tition of the phrases "in spite of" and "without •.• " to impress

and give a semblance of might and power. He, as well as his

readers, becomes convinced of his ability to "secure" Clarissa

"in spite of them all."

He uses anaphora again when he writes: "El~e could I

bear the perpetual revilings of her implacable family? Else

could I basely creep about -- not her proud father'~ house -

but his paddock and garden walls? Else should I think myself

repaid, amply repaid, if the fourth, fifth, or sixth midnight
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stroll, through unfrequented paths, and over briery enclosures,

affords one a few cold lines" (I, 149). In thiR case, the sen

tences beginning with "else" create! the rhythm and cadence

which Lovelace wants. He would like Belford to believe that

he i~ doing "all for love." The deliberate u~e of such a rhe

torical device is characteristic of Lovelace: he i~ full of

art while Clarissa writes with naturalness, with "ease and

simplicity."

When Lovelace describes Clarissa to Belford, he becomes

the plaintive sonnetBer. He resorts to art as a means of expre

ssion, copying the poets and playwrights. He writes of his "char

ming frost-piece": "such a constant glow upon her lovely fea

tures: eyes so sparkling: limbs so divinely turned: health

so florid: youth so blooming: air so animated-- to have an

heart so impenetrable" (I, 148). His description of her is

like a literary blazon, and sounds more like a Renaissance pic

ture of an ideal woman rather than a healthy young girl of nine

teen. It is vague enough to fit any beautiful woman as it has

no ppecifications as to such things as colour of hair or eyes.

Lovelace does not desire to have Clarissa so much for her indi

viduality or for her personality as for her appropriateness as

a subject f~r his poetic fancy. She represents the "most exal

ted of female minds, and loveliest of persons" (I, 149).

As well as a sonneteer, Lovelace imagines himself the

hero of a romance or a tragedy. He does not detach himself

from what he sees in the theatres; rather, he feelp that he is
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the hero himsel~. In this letter, he quotes Shakespeare say

ing: "Perdition catch my soul, but I do love her" and "Full

many a lady I I've eye'd with best regard; .•• But She= a She:1

So perfect and so peerless is created, I Of ev'ry creature's

best" (I, 149, 150). Othello and The Tempest are both plays

which are full of the exotic and the romantic. Lovelace sees

himself embarking on a sim~lar wildly romantic venture. Like

Othello, he tries to win the affections of a daughter against

the wiE'hes of her father. Both Othello and Lovelace woo their

women initially with words, with stories. But unlike Othello,

Lovelace does what Brabantio fears: he enchants Clarissa "with

foul charms, I Abus'd her delicate youth with drugs or mineral? I
That weakens motion." 12

Like Ferdinand, Lovelace has to work before he can have

his lady. He does not have to "removel Some thousands of these

logs," 13 but he does have to use his ingenuity to thwart

Clarissa'8 family. Both Desdemona and Miranda, like Clarissa,

are precious jewel~, protected maidens "never bold; I Of spi-
14rit 80 ptill and quiet that her motion I Bluph'd at herself."

Lovelace sees Clarissa as such a protected innocent "fair one,"

saying that she has "mere cradle prejudices" against him (I,

149, 148). Unfortunately, like Othello, Lovelace eventually

kills the "beloved of [his) soul" (I, 149).

At this point, the whole courtship is but a game of

skill to Lovelace. He says, "Thou art curious to know, if I

have not started a new game" (I, 150). He uses military terms,
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telling Belford that the affair holds "such a field for stra

tagem and corltivance" and "the rewarding end of all ••• what a

triumph" (I, 150). He wants to "contrive a method," and has

to be careful of the "confederacy" against him (I, 151). He

plays a game of sexual politics and his triumph over Clarissa

is a "triumph over the whole sex:" He says: "And then ~uch

a revenge to gratify; which is only at present politically

reined-in" (I, 150). These words show how flippant, irrespon

sible, and vengeful he is. Ruining a girl ip just a sport, a

way of entertainment, a piece of "glorious mi~chief" (I, 151).

Lovelace's irresponsible and flippant attitude towards

life lets him take great liberties with language. He tells

Belford that "the uncles and the nephew are ~ to be double

servanted (single-servanted they were before); and those ser

vants are to be double-armed when they attend their masters

abroad" (I, 151). He later invents phrases, using such terms

as "out-Norrissed" and "all Belforded over" (IV, 134). Anthony

Kearney says of him:

His verbal energy and misdirected originality far out
shine anyone else's in the novel and stem from his deep
~st impulse to create his own world. 15

Lovelace· does succeed in creating his own world to a certain

extent. He snatches Claripsa from her real home and places her

in the fake world of the Sinclairs, complete with !:·fake fires,

fake aunts, fake letters, fake mediators and fake servantp.

The only other characters who invent words in a similar

manner are people who resemble Lovelace in spirit. Anna says

that she thinks her good mama is "Antony'd" into chiding her

for writing to Clarissa (II, 3). Clarissa'S brother says that
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she has "out-grandfathered" Bella and him, and will "out-uncle"

them (I, 58). Richardson links these three seemingly different

- characters together by their inventive handling of language

and their misuse of words. Like Lovelace, Anna and James have

strong, independent wills and this spirit is shown in their not

conforming to the rules of the language. All three are tempe

ramental, impetuous, outspoken and rash in their sp~ech and

writing.

Lovelace closes his letter with an imperial order: "I

command thee to be pleased: if not for the writer's, or wri

tten's ~ake, for thy word'~ sake" (I, 152). He claims "in the

royal style" to be Belford's "king" and "emperor" in the "great

affair," an appropriately kingly exit from his first appearance

(I, 152). He later uses this same metaphor frequently in his

other letters, maintaining his status.

Lovelace's first letter, as we have seen, is full of

wit, ingenuity and humour, qualities found in almost all his

letters. While Clarissa's letter writing SUbsequently goes

through important stages, Lovelace's remains jocular and spark

lingly amu~ing throughout. Clari~sa's style and her thinking

change and develop in the course of the novel, whereas all of

Lovelace's styli~tic trademarks, his attitudes and habit~ have

already been dexterously captured in this brilliant first let

ter.
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Chapter II

FORTH FROM THE GARDEN

The Abduction of Clarissa

People who read Clarissa hastily or people who try

to give a synopsis of the novel often misread and misunderstand

the garden scene. Take, for example; Laurence stone's brief

plot summary:

The heroine of the novel, who comes from an aspiring
gentry family, after much moral heart-searching
finally refuses a purely mercenary match with the
disagreeable Mr. Solmes, which had been arranged
for her by her parents. She elopes instead with a
dissolute squire, who rapes her when under the influence
of drugs. She then dies, consumed with guilt, but as
morally pure as when the story began. 1

Stone, of course, is interested mainly in the sociological

historical aspects of the novel. But his use of the word

"elope" shows his misunderstanding of what actually happens

to Clarissa during her first meeting alone with Lovelace.

Although she is reluctant to admit it, Clarissa, like Pamela,

has been "vilely tricked" and "carried off" by Lovelace. 2

She later repents of disobeying her parents, of corresponding

with Lovelac~ and of "meeting him" (II, 28), but she does not

"elope" with him.

Interestingly enough, the meeting with Lovelace which

results in Clarissa's "fall" is set in the garden. The garden

is the only place where such an incident could have taken place.

30
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Although the~arden is outdoors and natural, it is land

scaped and controlled, containing a "poultry-yard," the

"ivy summer-house," a "high yew heage •••which divides the

yard from the garden," paths and walls (I, 266,474). It

is very much part of the Harlowe estate, yet the only place

in which Clarissa is free to move apart from in her own room.

Richardson uses the setting o·f the garden, conscious

fl i . d· . ~ do a 1 the deas assoc~ate w~th ~t. MaYnar Mack says:

"The memory of the first garden was never far away from the

minds of those who worked in gardens, or wrote about them,

in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries." 4 Writers

such as Marvell and Milton have used the garden as metaphors

in their work. 5

The Harlowe's garden is full of "man-made" things:

fences, summer houses, paths, etc. Margaret Anne Doody

points out how Clarissa likes "improvements": with her

work, "The Grove" becomes the "Dairy House," a move in

"anti-romantic, anti-pastoral direction." 6 Richardson

realizes the full possibilities of human action. God

given nature can be used wisely and productively, as well

as foolishly. The garden can be a place of comfort and delight,

or a place of unease and unhappiness. Clarissa has so far

managed to make good use of her gifts, her natural talents,

but when Lovelace enters, she falters and makes a wrong decision.

Although very much part of the supervised Harlowe estate,

for Clarissa, as for Ev.e, the garden is a place of freedom and
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choice. Clarissa chooses to disobey her parents and to

correspond with Lovelace through the loose bricks in the

garden wall. Her one mistake leads her into deeper entangle

ments, just as Eve's mistake in listening to Satan's sweet

words leads her into the "rash" action of plucking the

fruit and eating it. 7

Clarissa's account of the garden scene is written

at st. Alban's, after she has been tricked into leaving by

Lovelace. Her narrative is factual and detailed. She records

what happens from her point of view. In contrast to Lovelace's

account of the same incident which is full of triumph and glee,

Clarissa's is full of self-reproaches and regrets. She is,

however, still very much in control of herself. Her writing

is objective and thoughtful, and shows her good sense and her

excellent reasoning power.

She tells Anna that she "argued" with herself thus

that day:

Wednesday cannot possibly be the day they intend,
although to intimidate me they may wish me to think it is:
for the settlements are unsigned: nor have they been
offered me to sign. I can choose whether I will or will
not put my hand to them; hard as it will be to refuse if
my father tender them to me -- besides, did not my father
and mother propose, if I made compulsion necessary, to
go to my uncle's themselves, in order to be out of the
way of my appeals? Whereas they intend to be present
on Wednesday. (I, 474)

This extract shows several important things about Clarissa's

character. It reveals her logical and objective way of reason

ing. She does not jump to conclusions nor think only of one

a~pect of the question, but she examines and analyzes things.
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Like the opening paragraph of her first letter, this paragraph

shows her careful and serious personality. She weighs all

matters and takes everything into consideration. Her argument

with herself shows that she did not have any intention of

going awayo~ "eloping" with Lovelace that day. It takes

all of Lovelace's cunning and ingenious planning to frighten

her into his coach.

Clarissa shows her intelligence and her ability to

handle situations. She realizes that she can choose not to

"put" her "hand" to the settlements (I, 474). Her parents

cannot physically force her to marry Solmes. Like Lovelace,

she anticipates things, knowing that it will be "hard ••• to

refuse" ifher father tenders the papers to her (I, 474).

Up to now, she is able to decide and judge what is best for

her and to act accordingly. But when she becomes involved

with Lovelace, who is also a master in anticipating and

planning, .she meets her match. Unfortunately for her, he has

already decided what she will do at this point.

Although Clarissa is telling Anna the exciting news

of going "off with a man", she does not exaggerate to create

a sensation in her letter as Anna would have (If 471). She

tell~ events as they happen, wondering if she has fallen into

"a wicked snare" laid by her brother and sister (I, 475).

She is full of worldly wisdom, saying such things as, "In

what a point of time may one's worldly happiness depend~"

and "0 my dear~ an obliging temper is a very dangerous temper.
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itself:" (I, 475, 476). She realizes her mistake in wanting

to "personally acquaint" Lovelace with the reason for her

change of mind {I, 475). It has led her to her troubles.

Clarissa's immediate reaction to Lovelace's person

shows her attraction to him, and, at the same time, her fear

of him. She says, "A panic next to fainting seized me when

I saw him. My heart seemed convulsed, and I trembled so,

that I should hardly have kept my feet had he not supported

me" (I, 476). Her reactions are genuine and hardly surprising

for a girl of eighteen. Most of her contacts with men have

so far been in the safety of the drawing room. The garden is

isolated and lonely in comparison.

On the other hand, Lovelace's lines and gestures are

rehearsed and artificial. He says, "Fear nothing, dearest

creature ••• Let us hasten away the chariot is at hand••• "

(I, 476). Throughout the garden scene, he acts the part of

the .seducer, fully in control of the situation and of Clarissa's

feelings.

As in his first letter, Lovelace makes use of appel

lations. He calls Clarissa "my dearest creature," "my dear

life," "my charmer," "my angel," "my.dearest life," always

acting the part of the persistent lover (I, 476-478). He is

too insistent about his honour and intentions, swearing often.

He says: "by all that's good you must go. Surely you cannot

doubt my honour, nor give me cause to question your own" and
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later, "By all that's sacred I will not leave yo~" (I, 477).

His oaths and insistence verge on melodrama and have the ring

of insincerity, as Clarissa's detailed transcription of their

conversation shows. Her natural, genuine, reactions and feelings

during this meeting are in contrast with his stagey artificial

speeches and gestures.

Lovelace uses his guile and ingenuity to keep Clarissa

at the garden gate until he can carry out his plan. When

warnings and threats do not work, he resorts to being gentle

and penitent. Clarissa describes him having a "dejected but

passionate air" at one point (I, 477). He argues with her,

enumerates the "harsh treatment" she has met with, tells

her how powerless she is, and urges her to "trust {her) per

secuted adorer" (I, 478). Lovelace and his offers must have

seemed an attractive temptation to Clarissa. One has to

remember that she has been locked up and isolated from her

family and friends for about two months by now. The only

one she is allowed to see and to talk to is Betty Barnes,

Arabella's saucy servant. At this meeting comes Lovelace,

offering her love, adoration, protection and freedom from

persecution. One can see how Clarissa is not to be blamed

for liptening and "marvelling" at the Satanic Lovelace's

"fraudulent temptation." 8

Among the many similes that Milton uses in Book Four

of Paradise Lost to describe Satan in the garden is the com

parison of him to a thief~ Satan "overleaped all bound /
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Of hill or high..test wall ••• " as a "prowling wolf ••• Or as a

thief, bent to unhoard the cash / Of some rich burgher."9

Similarly, Lovelace says to Clarissa: "I have long enough

skulked like a thief about these lonely walls" (I, 481).

Richardson's use of this saIne comparison shows that he must

have had the story of the first garden in mind. Lovelace is

a Satanic figure in Richardson·~ eyes and the author was

surprised when young ladies shed tears for him. In a letter

to Lady Bradshaigh, he says: "for fear such a Wretch should

induce Pity, I threw into his character some deeper Shades.

And as he now stands, I verily think that had I made him a

worse Man, he must have been a Deveil." 10 As it turns out,

Lovelace does become a "thief.- He steals a precious daughter

8yray from the Harlowes.

Another analogy to the story of the garden is in the

character of Clarissa. Lovelace persists in seeing Clarissa

as a paragon of her sex. As well as "divine" and "excellent"

creature, he repeatedly calls Clarissa the "paragon of virtue"

(II, 40, 36). He tells Belford: "I have concluded against

the whole sex upon it ••• Is not then the whole sex concerned

that this trial should be made?" (II, 40). Like Eve's,

Clarissa's actions are taken to represent her whole sex by

Lovelace. She is not just any woman, but the woman. When

she falls, it is not only she who suffers and is injured, but

all women.
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In this scene, Clarissa is still 'in her own home, her

garden and pseudo-paradise.' She is not yet in Lovelace's

power. Lovelace, the "vile encroacher," is the one who has

to supplicate and kneel to her (I, 486). He does kneel,

several times and very theatrioally. Clarissa oomplains that

he is the "ready kneeler" (I, 483). Lovelace's skill as a

performer is shown in this scene and later in the fire inci

dent. Clarissa tells us:

He threw himself upon his knees at my feet. Who
can bear, said he (with an ardour that could not be feigned,
his own eyes glistening), who can bear to behold such sweet
emotion? 0 charmer of my heart (and, respectfully still
kneeling, he took my hand with both his, pressing it to
his lips), command me with you, command me from you, in
every way I am all implicit obedience. (I7li8l)

Lovelace's pleading reminds one of an actor or lover pleading

on stage. He uses one of the techniques of the dramatist, i.e.

repetition: "Who can bear••• who can bear••• " and "command me •••

command me ••• " (I, 481). His "glistening" eyes convince Clarissa

that his "ardour••• could not be feigned" (I, 481). We later

see how well Lovelace can act. In the fire incident, this scene

is re-enacted, with tragic role reversals. Once Clarissa leaves

her garden, the paradise and security of her father's house,

the world seems to be turned upside down.

Clarissa's account of what it was that made her take

flight and run into Lovelace's waiting coach is placed before

Lovelace's letter to Joseph Leman explaining to the readers

what he contrived to have happen at the garden gate. The

sequence of these letters is an example of what Fred Kaplan
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calls Richardson's use of "chronological discontinuity" and

~delayed details." 11 By giving us Clarissa's point of view

of the incident first, Richardson makes us share in her fear

and terror, her anxiety and uncertainty of what actually

happened.

Clarissa hears a mysterious voice behind the door

crying: "Are you there? Come up this moment: -- this moment:"

(I, 484) She panics as Lovelace tells her to "Fly, fly, my

charmer, this moment is all you have for it" (I, 484). She

writes:

Now behind me, now before me, now on this side,
now on that, turned I my affrighted face in the same moment,
expecting a furious brother here, armed servants there, an
enraged si~ter screaming, and a father armed with terror
in his countenance more dreadful than even the drawn
sword which I saw, or those I apprehended. I ran as
fast as he; yet knew not that I ran: my fears adding wings
to my feet, at the same time that they took all power of
thinking from me. (I, 484)

Clarissa is tricked into running. She does not deliberately

pack up and run away from home, as the word "elope" implies.

Later, she becomes ashamed to narrate this incident as it

happened because she feels that she is partly at faUlt: she

chooses to meet Lovelace. Her family and friends do not know

until a long time later that she did not "run away" from them

on purpose.

About her "interview" with Lovelace, she says: "my

indiscretion stares me in the face, and my shame and my grief

give me a compunction that is more poignant methinks than
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if I had a dagger in my heart" (I, 485). Richardson uses the

image of the "dagger" in the heart several times in the novel

in different ways. Here the "dagger" is just a metaphor that

Clarissa uses, Earlier, she dreams of Lovelace who "stabbed"

her "to the heart" and then "tumbled (her) into a deep grave

ready dug" (I, 433). Much later, Lovelace dreams of himself

"with a sword in (hiS]· hand, offering either to put it up in

the scabbard, or to thrust it into [hi~ heart, as she should

command the one or the other" (IV, 136). He often says that

he has to "steel" his "heart," that he may "cut through a

rock of ice to hers" (II, 316). These daggers or swords

are all imaginary, but they link together various scenes. The

u~e of the same image is one way of unifying the long novel,

as a leitmotif does in opera.

Daggers and sword also foreshadow events: Clarissa

threatens Lovelace with a dimunitive form of a dagger in the

penknife scene (III, 288-289), while Lovelace finally dies

under Col. Morden's sword. Clarissa's use of the "dagger"

image here is a clue to the importance of this scene. Along

with the other memorable scenes, this fatal "interview" which

gives her the painful "compunction" is a turning point in her

life. Once the incident has passed, there is no going back.

The garden gate is closed. Clarissa realizes her "rashness"

afterwards. She say~: "now that it i~ too late I plainly

see how I oUght to have conducted myself." (I, 486).

Lovelace's account of the same incident does not come
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until much later and is vastly different in tone from Clarissa's.

While her' account ends with mortification: noh, that I were

again in my father's house" (I, 487), his ends with jubilation:

"I shall be in all I write, of connection, accuracy, or of

anything but of my own imperial will and pleasure" (I, 516).

His letter is plainly triumphant, as he now has her where he

wants her.

Lovelace still ~ees Clarissa as an unreal embodiment

of perfection. He writes of his "goddess": "Indeed, I never

had a more illustrious subject to exercise my pen upon"

(I, 510). The first thing he delights in is not her company,

but her appropriateness as a sUbject for his poetry. His

letter to Belford about the garden scene dwells not on events

but on the appearance of his ·'charmer" (I, 511).

It is true that Richardson has deliberately planned

the novel so that not too much repetition occurs. Lovelace's

and Clarissa's accounts of the same incident are never exactly

the same. What is important is Richardson's choice of charac

ter to tell the story. The characters often colour the

narrative with their o~~ biases. In this case, Clarissa's

account tell~ us what went on in the garden as far as she knows,

while Lovelace' letter reveals more of his extraordinary

personality than of what actually happened.

In this scene, Lovelace thinks of Clarissa as an angel.

He tells Belford that "with the presence of my charmer, flash

ing upon me all at once in a flood of brightness, sweetly
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I

dressed, though all unprepared for a journey, I trod air, and

hardly thought myself a mortal" (I, 511). He does not just

see Clarissa as the "flashing" angel, but he includes his own

person in the fantaSY. He "trod air," he says, and hardly

feels like a mortal. One reason why Lovelace is such a

"fascinating" character 12 is because of his capacity to invent

and to act as if he himself believes in his fantasy. He does

not distance himself from his daydreams, but writes of them

as if they were real. In this way, intentionally or uninten

tionally, he confuses his readers, and perhaps, even himself.

One never knows if Lovelace actually fet.ls or believes what

he says he goes through.

Lovelace gives Belford what he says is a "faint sketch

of her admirable person with her dress" (I, 511). The sketch

of Clarissa is not "faint" at all, but a very elaborate,

detailed one. For example, he says of her:

Her wax-like flesh (for, after all, flesh and blood
I think she is), by its delicacy and firmness, answers
for the soungness of her health. Thou hast often heard
me launch out in praise of her complexion. I never in my
life beheld a skin so illustriously fair. The lily and
the driven snow it is nonsense to talk of: her lawn and
her laces one might indeed compare to those: but what
a whited wall would a woman appear to be who had a complex
ion which would justify such unnatural comparisons? But
this lady is all glowing, all charming flesh and blood,
yet so clear that every meandering vein is to be seen in
all the lovely parts of her which custom permits to be
visible. (I, 511)

This description of Clarissa is at once fanciful and humourous.

Lovelace tries to describe her in terms of traditional meta-
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phors: "wax-like flesh," the "lily and the driven snow,"

but finds that the comparisons are ei~her inadequate or

inappropriate (I, 511). His parenthetical comments, "flesh

and blood I think she is," show his awareness of words, of

the language he is using (I, 511). He is conscious of the

literal meaning of the phrase, "wax-like flesh." His tone is

ironic, as he mocks the poets who compare women to the "lily"

or to "snow." Clarissa is no "whited wall" but a real "glowing,"

"charming flesh and blood" (I, 511).

Lovelace praises Clarissa for her "delicacy and firm

ness" and for her sound health (I, 511). He later says, "by

a temperance truly exemplary, she is allowed to have given

high health and vigour to an originally tender constitution"

(I, 511-512). Clarissa is not only mentally capable, but she

is physically strong and hardy for a young girl. It is all

the more tragic then that, by the end of the novel, we see

her withering away into precisely what Lovelace says she is

not, a "white lily snapped short off and just falling from the

stalk" (IV, 257).

Lovelace's descript~o~of Clarissa's clothes show his

powers of observation and his eye for detail:

Her head-dress was a Brussels lace mob, peculiarly
adapted to the charming air and turn of her features. A
sky-blue ribbon illustrated that. But although the weather
was someWhat sharp, she had not on either hat or hood ..•

Her morning gown was a pale primrose-coloured
paduasoy: the cuffp and robings curiously embroidered by
the fingers of this ever-charming Arachne, in a running
pattern of violets and their leaves; the light in the
flowers silver; gold in the leaves. A pair of diamond
snaps in her ears.
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Her ruffles were the same as her mob. Her apron
a flowered lawn, Her coat whi~e satin, quilted: blue
satin her shoes, braided with the same colour, without
lace, for what need has the prettiest foot in the world
or ornament? Neat buckles in them: and on her charming
arms a pair of black velvet glove-like muffs of her own
invention; for she makes and gives fashions as she pleases.

(I, 511-512)

If one believes Lovelace'a word, he manages to take note of

all these details in just a matter of a few minutes, as Clarissa

unbolts the door and comes out to meet him. He seizes her up

from head to toe not missing anything. His knowledge of lace,

ribbons and materials shows that he is a man of the world,

familiar with women and their dressing habits.

He notices that Clarissa's "cuffs and robings" are

"curiously embroidered by the fingers of this ever-charming

Arachne" (I, 512). One remembers that in Ovid's Metamorphoses,

Arachne, like Clarissa, is extremely talented. She is a

maker, a doer and has no equal 'as a weaver. Unfortunately,

her skill and pride bring her early tragedy: Pallas, out

of jealousy, turns her into a spider. 13 Arachne's sad story,

although not exactly the same as Clarissa's, foreshadows the

present-day needle-worker's tragic end.

Lovelace says of Clarissa's feet: "blue satin shoes,

braided with the same colour, without lace, for What need has

the prettiest foot in the world of ornament .. (I, 512).

Lovelace's praise of Clarissa reveals something about himself.

In contrast to her simplicity, he is the epitome of frivolity

as his name, Love-lace, suggests. Margaret Anne Doody says

that Lovelace "likes frills, the accessory decorations, that
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furnish out the plain garb, that give subtle status, identity

and difference to simple condition." 14 He recognizes the

beauty of simplicity in Clarissa, but does not practise it

himself.

Another quality that Lovelace admires in Clarissa is

her invention and independence. He tells Belford, "she makes

and gives fashions as she pleases" (I, 512). Clarissa does

not have to follow the latest style to look good. Her creativity

in dressing and her natural beauty makei C her more than attractive.

Her dressing habit, like her writing style, shows her indivi

duality and simplicity. By contrast, Lovelace is always

conscious of the latest fashions and trends in London. His

writing reflects his style of living.

Lovelace's letter reveals his base intentions towards

Clarissa. He talks of her sexuality more than once. He says:

"A white handkerchief ••• concealed -- 0 Belford: what still

more inimitable beauties did it not conceal: And I saw, all

the way we rode, the bounding heart (by its throbbing motions

I saw it:) dancing beneath the charming umbrage" and "How

near, how sweetly near, the throbbing partners:" (I, 512).

Typical of his style, Lovelace uses many poetic and romantic

phrases to describe Clarissa's heaving bosom. His transports

and delights at holding her in his arms ~~ reminiscent of the

kind of feelings poets and dramatists claim to have. Later,

in the fire scene, the same kind of feelJngs are experienced

by Lovelace when he contrives to have a more frightened and
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less fully clothed Clarissa in his arms.

Lovelace calls Clarissa names that are more appropriate

for himself than for her. He says, "0 Jack: that such a

sweet girl should be a rogue" (I, 512), calls her "false

little rogue" and "faithless charmer" (I, 5l~), and complains

of "her perverseness" (I, 513). In contrast to Clarissa, who

describes other people fairly, sometimes over-generously,

Lovelace is quick to see faults in others. When one does not

do exactly what he wants, one is perverse. Perverse is a

word that is also used by the Harlowe family when they do not

get their way. Clarissa'S mother calls her "perverse" (I, 98),

her father addresses her as "perverse girl" in a letter

(I, 120), and Uncle Antony talks about her "perverseness"

(I, 160). The use of the same word by Lovelace and his enemies

suggests that they are really similar in character. They are

all selfish and want only to get their own way.

As in his first letter, Lovelace uses imperial l~,guage.

He boasts: "T drew her after me so swiftly that mY feet,

winged by love, could hardly keep pace with~ feet, agita

ted by fear. And so I became her emperor" (I, 513). He

warns, "TaKe care that thou provokest not new ones that may

be still more worthy of thee. If once thy emperor decrees

thy fall, thou shalt greatly fall" (I, 513). He says that

he writes only of his "imperial will and pleasure" (I, 516).

Lovelace is spoilt, used to having his own way at home, where

he is the youngest child, and with his circle of rakes, where
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he is the leader. Now that he has Clarissa in his power, he

thinks that he can command her and use her as he pleases.

His belief that he is now her "emperor" is another manifesta

tion of his imaginative mind. Like a child or an actor on

stage, he lives in a make-believe world of kings and emperors.

Another metaphor Lovelace uses to describe his relation

ship with Clarissa is that of warfare. He writes to Belford:

"Thou knowest the whole progress of our warfare: for a war

fare it has truly been; and far, very far, from an amorous

warfare too. Doubts, mistrusts, upbraidings on her part:

humiliations the most abject on mine" (I, 514). He says

that Clarissa;!:-s "garrison" con~dsts of "General Prudence at

the head, and Governor Watchfulness bringing up the rear"

(I, 513). He talks frequently of "power" (I, 514, 515)

and says: "I will give the combatants fair play" (I, 515).

Lovelace's conception of the affair as a battle of power is

a way of detachment. In a war, one side has to lose for the

other to win. Through .language and metaphor, he is able to

distance his feelings. He changes a serious, emotional,

personal situation into a game of wits, a light-hearted kind

of battle.

As in his first letter, Lovelace is more concerned with

pride and revenge than with love for Clarissa. He says:

How it swells my pride to have been able to
outwit such a vigilant charmer: I am taller by half a
yard in my imagination than I was. I look down upon
everybody now. Last night I was still more extravagant.
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I took off my hat as I walked, to see if the lace were
not scorched, supposing it had brushed down a star; and
before I put it on again, in mere wantonness, and heart's
cease, I was for bUffeting the moon.

In short, my whole soul is joy. When I go to bed
I laugh myself asleep: and I aWake either laughing or
singing.

Lovelace seems to live metaphors literally. Instead of merely

saying that he swells with pride, he feels himself grow

taller. He is able to "look down upon everybody now" (I,

515). Having Clarissa in his possession is like having a new

toy or a dream come true. He is in a kind of heaven where

his "whole soul is joy" (I, 515). He feels that he can take

on the moon. Again, one sees that Lovelace lives in a kind

of unreal world of imagined extravagance. He either rises

to an ecstatic height of happiness or plunges into deep

despondency.

Lovelace is not one to forget the wrongs that he has

SUffered. He is concerned with revenge and says that the

Harlowe family's "sins are upon Wlarissa'~headn{ (I, 515).

He tells Belford that he "kept an account of both... 'her

family's faults" and the "infinite trouble" Clarissa has

given him (I, 515). His insincere feelings can be seen

when he tells Belford how easily he can change them. He says

that when his heart is "soft, and all her o\'m,,, he can but

"turn to [hisJ memoranda and harden (himself) at once" (I, 515).

In the hands of such a devil, Clarissa is certain to

suffer wrong, if not "fall." Unlike Eve's garden, hers was
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never a perfect paradise. But when Lovelace snatches her

away, she does lose the innocent and carefree state which

was so much part of her childhood. As the garden door shuts,

Clarissa unknowingly takes a final leave of her Eden. She

does not encounter any other garden in the novel. Instead,

~he is forced into a city, a different kind of world where

people, places and even words can be deceiving.
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Chapter III

Lovelace's Version of Restoration Drama

One of the most stagey scenes in Clarissa is the

famous or infamous fire incident. This scene is noisy and wild,

full of action and excitement, performed in candlelight and

semi-darkness, and is one of the most passionate and emotional

encounters between the lovers. LovelaDe is its principal

actor, director, writer and producer. Hi~ company, consil:!ting

of Dorcas and "the women," set the stage for the only unwilling

performer, Clarissa (II, 498). Clarissa is forced to become

an actress in this scene, forced to go on her knees and resort

to a typically Lovelacean device of saying something she does

not mean in order to save herself from further shame.

Unlike the structure of the garden scene, Lovelace's

account of the fire episode comes before Clarissa's. Although

it is he who sets up the stage and directs the action, he does

not tell Belford or his readers outright that he is responsible

for everything that happens. It is only because we are slOWly

getting to know Lovelace and his strategies that we suspect

him. Richardson has arranged it so that Clarissa and the

readers are left in doubt at this point, wondering if, as

Lovelace says, "the fire was real" (II, 505).

50
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Lovelace prepareS us for the contrivance. He writes

to Belford at eleven o'clock that night: "So near to execut

ion my plot; so near springing my mine; all agreed upon between

the women and me" (II, 498), yet he does not tell us what his

"little plot" is (II, 498). We only know that he is nervous.

He says he speaks to his heart: "What -- what what now: --

bo~~ding villain: wouldst thou choke me" (II, 498). He wonders

why he has "these convulsions:" "Limbs, Why thu~ convulsed:

Knees, till now so firmly knit, why thus relaxed? Why beat

ye thus together: Will not these trembling fingers, which

twice have refused to direct the pen, fail me in the arduous

moment?" (II,499). As his audience, we are being prepared

for something exciting, something that makes even Lovelace

apprehensive. He says, "But the consequences must be greater

than I had thought of till this moment. My beloved's destiny

or my own may depend upon the issue of the two next hours"

(II, 499), and shows his tendency to see things exaggeratedly

and dramatically.

Like Romeo approaching JUliet's window at night, Lovelace

says, "Soft, 0 virgin saint, and safe as soft, be thy slumbers:"

(II, 499). His use of the word "soft" reminds us of the young

Montague who says, "But, soft: What light through yonder win

dow breaks?" 1 Both Romeo and Lovelace use the words "!"'aint"

and "angel" to describe their beloved. Romeo calls Juliet,

"bright angel" and "dear saint" 2 while Lovelace calls Clarissa

"virgin saint" and "an angel" (II, 499). Richardson may not
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necessarily have this Shakespearean play in mind, but the

similarities in the words used show that he was very much

aware of the dramatic tradition and its language. Lovelace

i~ a character who models himself after the tragic heroes of

these plays.

Lovelace's way of narrating the events leading up to

the fire is highly suspicious and makes one W\1Jnder if anything--:

he ever says is true. He says:

At a little after two, ••• l was alarmed by a tramp
ling noise overhead, and a confused buzz of mixed voices,
some louder than others, like scolding, and little short
of screaming. While I was wondering what could be the
matter, downstairs ran Dorcas and at my door ••• she cried
out: Fire: Fire: And this the more alarmed me, as she
seemed to endeavour to cry out lOUder, but could not.

(II, 500)

What Lovelace describes here did happen, but the strange thing

is that he does not tell Belford or the readers his part in

the incident. He never openly admits that the fire was

contrived. To his supposedly best friend he lies and says,

"I was wondering what could be the matter .•• " ~..nd "this the

more alarmed me" (II, 510). Knowing what he did, there is

no way that he could have been "alarmed." He knew that the

fire would be under control. One can only guess at Lovelace's

intentions behind this half-truthful narration. He either

wanted no written evidence of his guilt--Clarissa does manage

to persuade Belford to let her see his letters afterwards

(IV, 74-75) -- or, he wanted to believe that the fire was

real so much that he half-convinced himself that it was.
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To Lovelace words can have double meanings. When

he tells Clarissa here that "the fire Was real" (II, 505),

he means it: "(And.§.Q il ~, Jack!)", he tells Belford

(II, 505). He is not unwilling to take advantage of the

discrepancies of words and language to serve his purposes.

The fire was "real" because it happened, but it was not a

"real" fire because it did not start accidentally. Unlike

Clarissa who does not believe in these kinds of compromises

or half-truths, Lovelace makes the best use of them, even

swearing by them.

When he says that Dorcas "out of tender regard for

her lady (I shall for~ love the wench for il), ran to

her door, and rapping loudly at it, in a recovered voice

cried out, with a shrillness equal to her love: Fire" (II, 500),

he is being ironic. He shall "for ever love the wench" for

rousing Clarissa, so that he could see her "disrobed body"

(II, 501), but one could mis-read his sentence and believe

that he was genuinely concer,ned for her. Similarly, when he

says, "Thou mayest believe that I was greatly affected"

(II, 501), he wants his readers to think he was greatly

concerned, but he could also be "affected" because he did

not know if his enterprise would succeed. This way of writ-

ing prevents anyone from accusing him of outright lying.

He tell~ perverted versions of truths and succeeds in convin

cing even himself.



Lovelace likes seeing Clarissa as a helpless creature.

His description of her sounds like Lothario's description of

the helpless and fond Calista in Rowe's The Fair Peniten~.

Lovelace says:

there I beheld the most charming creature in the world,
~upporting herself on the arm of the gasping Dorcas,
sighing, trembling, and ready to faint, with nothing
on but an under-petticoat, her lovely bosom half open,
and her feet just slipped into her shoes. As soon as
she saw me she panted, and struggled to speak; but
could only say, a Mr. Lovelace: and down was ready
to sink. (II, 501)

Lothario says of Calista: "I found the fond, believing love

sick maid I Loose, unattired, warm, tender, full of wishes; I
Fierceness and pride, the guardians of her honor, I Were

charmed to rest, and love alone was waking••• 1 I snatched

the glorious, golden opportunitY,1 And with prevailing, youth

ful ardor pressed her,1 Till with short sighs and murmuring

reluctance I The yielding fair one gave me perfect happiness.,,3

Lovelace, like Lothario, thinks that sighing and trembling are

encouraging signs of love or, at least, submission. Like

Lothario, he would like to snatch the "glorious, golden oppor

tunity" of finding his maiden "unattired." He thinks that

he can make Clarissa yield and give him "perfect happiness"

just as easily as Lothario did with Calista.

This scene also reveals Lovelace's concern with power.

Margaret Anne Doody, in discussing the relation between Lovelace

and Restoration heroic tragedy, says that the central characters

are "wrapped in a dream of power" and that "sexual lust is known
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4in terms of power." Lovelace is like the heroes who attempt

to threaten a woman against her will. Like the tragic

tyrant-heroes, he welcomes "resistance on the part of the

woman." , Clarissa's "passionate exclamations" from the "terrors

that arose from finding herself in [Lovelace'~ arms" (II, ,01)

m~~e her even more attractive to him. He is delighted with

"her sweet bo~om" which "heaved and panted" and "her dear heart"

which "fluttered against his" (II, ,01).

Lovelace's account of the incident is told solely

from his point of view and concentrates on his sufferings.

He is not generous enough to put himself in the place of other

people. He tells Belford to "reflect upon (his] love, and

upon (his) sufferings for her," and talks of Clarissa's

"frozen virtue and overoiil.niceness" (II, ,01). According to

him, she is "ungrateful," while he acted always with the

"utmost tenderness" (II, 501). He says: "in my own account,

I was both decent and generous" (II, ,02). Lovelace forgets

that had it not been for him, his vanity, and his contrivance,

there would have been none of these problems. His judgements

of himself and of situations are always biased in his favour.

The language Lovelace uses to describe their passionate

encounter tends towards the "operatic mode." 6 Mark Kinkead-'

Weekes says that "Clarissa resists Lovelace in the pathetic

language of contemporary 'she-tragedy.'" 7 Yet one is not

bothered by her theatricality because of the plight that

she is in. Kinkead-Weekes goes on to say of Clarissa:
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Whether she uses words with analytic precision or rhe
torical amplification, she does not play with wor~s or
feelings, she does not tact.t There can be excess and
indulgence, failures to be wholly accurate or honest,
but these exist within and are controlled by a linguis- 8
tic medium that strives always for truth of word and emotion.

Lovelace says that Clarissa "appealed to Heaven" against his

"treachery" and "conjured" him in the "most solemn and affect

ing manner, by turns threatening and soothing, to quit her

apartment and permit her to hide herself from light, and from

every human eye" (II, 501). Now that she is in Lovelacets

power, she has to resort to exaggerated and grandiose appeals.

Reasoning and ordinary persuasion do not work with Lovelace.

She has to use "exclamations the most vehement" in order to

survive "a treatment so disgraceful and villainous" (II, 502).

In the midst of all this commotion and excitement,

Lovelace remains cool and unaffected. He is able to describe

Clarissa's "sweet discomposure" in detail (II, 502). He tells

us:

Her bared shoulders and arms, so inimitably fair and
lovely: her spread hands crossed over her charming
neck; yet not half concealing its glossy beauties: the
scanty coat, as she rose from me, giving the whole of
her admirable shape,~and fine-turned limbs: her eyes
running over, yet seeming to threaten future vengeance:
and at last her lips uttering what every indignant look
and glowing feature pretended. (II, 502)

Thi~ description of Clarissa is similar in tone and style to

the one given by Lovelace in his first letter and to the one

written after the garden scene. Lovelace, though poetic and

inventive in his use of words, is not very original in his
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descriptions of Clarissa. To him, she is just another one

of those fair beauties. The words he uses are standard,

conventional ones used by Renaissanoe and Restoration poets.

William J. Farrel calls it "courtly rhetoric." 9 Lovelace

is all praises, but his adjectives are imprecise and vague.

They do not give us real details of the woman. He uses such

conventional words and phrases as "inimitably fair and lovely,"

"charming," "admirable," "fine-turned" and "glowing" (II, 502)-

words that one could use for any fair lady. One wonders if

Lovelace looks at Clarissa as much as he claims he does.

Because Lovelace continues to kiss Clarissa'~ "inimitable

neck, her lips, her cheeks, her forehead, and her streaming

eyes ••• with a passion indeed," Clarissa falls "upon her knees •••

in the anguish of her soul" (II, 503). Kinkead-Weekes says

that Clarissa is the "weeping victim" and the fire scene

becomes the "sardonic parody of courtship." 10 Their conversa

tion is full of melodrama. Clarissa pleads for Lovelace's

"compassion" and "honour," her "lovely bosom .•• heaving with

sighs and sobs" (II, 503). Lovelace's half-jocular account

~hows that he is enjoying every moment of the incident.

This highly emotional ~cene where as the hero he is in control
11of the victim is what he is used to seeing on stage.

Lovelace, who was the one who pleaded in the garden scene,

now becomes "emperor-like," as Clarissa begs for mercy on

her knees.
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In turn, Clarissa uses words which show the change -that

has already taken place in her. In contrast to her first

letters which show her as a pert, sprightly young girl, thi~

scene shows that she thinks of herself as a poor, abandoned

child. She says to Lovelace: "On my knees I beg you to

consider me, as a poor creature who has no protector but you;

who has no defence but your honour" (II, 503), and "See at

yourfeet a poor creature, imploring your pity, who for your

sake, is abandoned of all the world" (II, 504). Farrel points

out that Richardson's use of words like "poor,'" "pity, II and

"abandoned••• creates sad little vignettes of the victim, either

as she is or as she imagines herself. 1I 12 In Lovelace's world,

ahe becomes the tragic heroine, forced to utter passionate

speeches and use dramatic and exaggerated gestures and stances.

In this scene the dagger motif is repeated. Clarissa,

out of desperation, "espied a pair of sharp-pointed scissors

on a chair by the bedside, and endeavoured to catch them Upll

(II, 502). Like a heroine in a tragedy, she says, "Kill me:

kill me: if I am odious enough in your eyes to deserve this

treatment ..• Too long, much too long, has my life been a burden

to me:" (II, 504). This kind of melodrama and exaggeration

is not typical of Clarissa. It is only because she is "so

much in his power" and because she is so desperate that she

has to resort to his methods and tactics (II, 503).

At the end of the scene Clarissa is forced to com-

promise. She promises to forgive Lovelace "heartily" and
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look upon him the next day "as if nothing had passed" (11,505).

She knows that she can not fulfill this pardon, extorted out

of her in her desperation, but she does promis~. At this

point she is helpless and is unable to be all that she

was before. In the hands of the "v.;nrst of villains" (II, 503),

she is obliged to recite only the lines written for her by

Lovelace. He becomes the playwright and director, while she

is merely an actor.

Clarissa's short account of the fire incident is vrritten

during her temporary escape from Lovelace. She is at Mrs. Moore's

at Hampstead. Because she has recovered from the incident

and has regained her composure, her letter sounds very different

from the Clarissa in Lovelace's narrative. She is her thought

ful and controlled self once again.

Clarissa begins her letter with her reactions to the

fire incident: "0 my dearest ~riend, the man has at last

proved himself to be a villain" (III, 16). Philip Mahone Griffith

points out that one of the "implications that remain from a

close reading of this scene" is the fact that Clarissa"for

the first time recognizes the plot against her." 13 She is

still not sure, but she has "too much reason to believe"

that Lovelace "formed a plot to fire the house, to frighten

[herJ almost naked, into his arms" (III, 16). At this point,

she thinks that what happened during the fire incident i~ the

worst that could ever happen to her in connection with

Lovelace. She believes that the "temporary part" of her
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"father's malediction" is "already in a manner fulfilled"

(III, 16).

In contrast to Lovelace who considers the incident

only as a trial and who writes about it as he would after

seeing an amusing play, Clarissa treats the fire incident as

a climax of her relationship with Lovelace. She thinks that

she should now"go beyond sea••• in some one of our American

colonies -- never to be heard of more by (her] relations"

(III, 16). She shows that she is level-headed and.mature as

she tells Anna not to "impute ••. this scheme -- either to

dejection on one hand, or to that romantic turn on the other"

(III, 16). She has considered other alternatives, but knows

that Lovelace will "hunt [her] from place to place and search

after [her] as' a t stray" (III, 17). She realizes that her

"estate, the envied estate ••• has been the original cause of

all (her] misfortunes" and that "it shall never be [hers] upon

litigated terms" (III, 17). We see how realistic and practical

~he now is. She is no longer the youthful, lively girl ~he

was at the beginning, nor is she the heroine of Restoration

drama which Lovelace believe~ her to be.

In the midst of her troubles -- she has ju~t escaped

from the "vilest di~honour" (III, 16), -- she thin.'lcs of

doing good to others. She plans to propose to her father to

"pay two annui~sn out of her estate, one to her "dear Mrs. Norton"

and the other for the "use of LherJ poor" (III, 17). We see

that she is not a romantic or tragic heroine as Lovelace
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thinks, but a truly Christian one. Her unselfish and charit

able nature does not depend on her mood or circumstances as it

does with someone like Lovelace or Arabella Harlowe.

Clarissa compares Lovelace to the devil. She says:

"Gh, why was the great fiend of all unchained, and permitted

to a~sume so specious a form, and yet allowed to conceal his

feet and talons, till with the one he was ready to trample

upon my honour, and to strike the other into my heart!"

(111,18). This comparison shows us that Clarissa sees

Lovelace as the villain he is, even though she was attracted

to him. The phrase "strike ••• into my heart" repeats the "dagger

in the heart" motif. Richardson foreshadows Clarissa's death

through these repeated metaphors. By the end of the novel,

Lovelace does "strike" into Clarissa's "heart" in a way that

she does not expect.

Richardson prepares us for the holy death by showing

us Clari~sa'~ unconcern with her "worldly pro~pect8," and her

faith and belief in the divine ruler. She writes to Anna:

"nothing but my worldly prospects, and my pride, my ambition,

and my vanity have suffered in this wreck of my hopefuller

fortunes. And is it not in my own power still·,. by the divine

favour, to secure the great stake of all?" (III, 18). The

experience with Lovelace has made her aware of her "pride;"

"ambition" and "vanity." Instead of becoming angry or revenge

ful she wonders if "this very·path ••• strewed as it is with

briers and thorns which tear in pieces [her] gaudier trappings,
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may not be the right path to lead [her] into the great road

to [her] future happiness" (III, 18). She shows her optimism

and acceptance of the situation as she says: "I will then

endeavour to make the best of my present lot" (III, 18).

Her actual account of the fire consists only of one

paragraph and adds very little information to what we already

know from Lovelace's letter. Unlike the .garden scene where

Clarissa is given the narrative voice, in the fire scene, we

"hear" Lovelace's version of the story. It is appropriate

as it is he who engineers the whole thing. Clarissa can only

tell us her suspicions: "the vile Dorcas went away as soon

as she saw the wretch throw his arms about me." She hears

"women's voices in the next room" and concludes: "An evident

contrivance of them all" (III, 19). To avoid repetition,

Richardson does not have Clarissa tell Anna about the fire

scene in detail. But Clarissa's brief summary of such a

frightening and dramatic situation also shows her realistic

and sensible nature. Unlike Lovelace, she does not capitalize

on the exciting events by turning them into passionate or

romantic scenes. She is more concerned with her immediate

problems and thankful f0r her escape.

Clarissa ends her letter with regrets: "How hard,

how next to impossible, my dear, to avoid many lesser devia

tions, when we are betrayed into a canital one~"(III, 20).

The "capital" deviation is leaving her father's house, an

event that Clarissa feels is significant that she later
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selects that date for the lid of her coffin (IV, 257). The

"lesser" deviations that Clarissa cannot avoid include some

deception on her part. She has to break her promise to

Lovelace, pretend to the women that she believes the fire was

"realY" and sneak out of the house to escape. Clarissa never

puts on a staged performance as Lovelace does, but she has

to do a little bit of acting to survive.

The dialogue, the action, and the staging of the fire

~cene show Richardson's familiarity with theatrical conventions.

He could have written a novel of sentimental drama, full of

exaggerated passion and high tragedy. But his refu~al to

follow these conventions shows his disapproval of the contem

pOJ?ary stage. John A. Dussinger says that Richardson "attacked

these dramatists' conception of love, their Characterizations

of the female passions, and their impious use of suicides in

tragedy and of fifth-act reformations in comedy as solutions
14-to the complications of their plots." Instead, he gives

the stereotypical heroine an "enlarged dimension lf and finds

a Christian solution to her tragic dilemna. 15
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Chapter IV

FATE WORSE THAN DEATH

The Rape

The shortest and the most dramatic letter in all

Clarissa is the brief letter in which Lovelace announces the

long-awaited rape: "Tuesday Morn, June 12. And now, Belford,

I can go no farther. The affair is over. Clarissa lives.

And I am Your humble servant, R. Lovelace" (III, 196).

T.C. Duncan Eaves and Ben D. Kimpel cite the letter as an

example of "conscious artistry" on Richardson's part. I They

say that the letter is "rather theatrical, perhaps, but effec

tively theatrical," and that it shows that throughout Clarissa

ltRichardson knew exactly what he was doing." 2

This brief letter is the culmination of a series of

over twenty-five letters written by Lovelace telling Belford

about the particulars of his further Itarts, inventions and

intrepidity" (III, 527). These letters are lengthy and

detailed, sometimes tedious, as they seem to go over the same

issues. Lovelace'E relationship with Clari~sa is at it~

breaking point: ~oth parties refuse to compromise and

Lovelace's plots, impersonations, and deceptions could be

discovered at any moment. The hero-villain seems to have

tried and repeated all the parleying and strategies he can

65
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think of. He, and his readers, are ready for the climax or

an explosion.

The great event does occur, at an appropriate moment,

too. The only drawback for the avid reader is that Richardson

withholds the details that one w~ts, and creates a suspense

akin to agony for the reader. Lovelace's letter seems to

conceal the very information it gives. Its brevity is like a

bombshell, fired in front of its audience. Lovelace, who loves

his own voice and his own words, is for once uncommunicative

and uncharacteristically brief. Clarissa, on the other hand,

does not tell her version of the story until almost four week~

and over one hundred and fifty pages :'later.

Lovelace's letter, short as it is, does reveal a lot

to the careful reader about the writer. The tone of the

letter seems almost apologetic--Lovelace calls himself a

"humble servant" for the first time -- but with a closer exam

ination, one can see that it is still typical of Lovelace.

The brevity i~ indeed unusual for Lovelace, but far from

being genuinely affected at this point, he is being theatri

cal, creating a frightening and terrifying sensation with his

mo~t sensational piece of news. His withholding of the infor

mation about his "little innocent trick" (III, 202) makes him

look better in Belford's eyes. It makes his readers believe

that he has finally managed to conquer Clarissa's resistance

and spirit.
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Likp the master of ceremonies in a show, he begins his

letter by saying: "And now ••• " He claims that he can go no

farther and, for the first time in his life, seems to be out

of words. But he does go further. Two days later, he is

able to be his old self, to write a long, triumphant and

almost jocular letter to Belford rationalizing and making

light of his guilty deed. The very fact that he is able to

write, sign and send off a letter, no matter how short, the

morning after such an atrocious crime shows his heartlessness.

Clarissa is so affected by the experience that she is unable

to write anything coherent for weeks after the rape.

When Lovelace writes that "the affair is over" (III,

196), he does not know how true his words are. The affair is

indeed over, as Clarissa feels that she has lost her "best

self" and will never be the same again. To Lovelace, the affair

is over only as far a~ the first part of the trial goes. He

says in his next letter: "But now are we come to the test,

whether she cannot be brought to make the best of an irre

parable evil" (IV, 200). He thinks that after the "affair"

of conquering is over, he can do what he wants with Clarissa.

After all, one of the libertine maxims is: "If once subdued,

be always subdued" (II, 41).

Lovelace assures us that Clarissa "lives" (III, 196).

As Belford says, "these words" show that Lovelace himself

hardly expected that "she would have survived the outrage"
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(III, 197). Physically Clarissa lives, but her spirit and

her will to survive are dead •. Lovelace's use of such a

neutral, non-descriptive word for Clarissa at this time shows

the state that she is in. Lovelace has put her in such a

miserable condition that she is unable to do anything; she

barely lives.

Lovelace's letter following this short one shows

how villainous he really is. Living up to his name, he is

indeed a "love-less"person, incapable of loving or of being

moved by anyone. He chides Belford ~or his scolding: "And

to what purposes, when the mischief is done? When, of conse

quence, the affair is irretrievable?" (III, 199). The objec

tive use of "the mischief" and "the affair" distances him from

the whole thing, as if he were not responsible for the rape.

The passive construction of the phrases "is done" and "is

irretrievable" shifts the focus away from the doer of the action

to the object. Through this clever jiggling of words, Lovelace

lessens his part in the "affair," making the rape sound like

something that would have happened even~if he were not there.

Another way he lessens his guilt is by comparing Clarissa

to other girls. He says: "When all's done, Miss Clarissa

Harlowe has but run the fate of a thousand others of her sex"

(III, 199). His tone is detached. He says "all is done~ as

~s if he had nothing to do with it. He realizes that he has

"done wrong, great wrong, to this admirable creature" (III, 199),
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and twenty of the sex" (III, 199). The little remorse that

he feels is overcome by his reasoning: "Can it be helped?

And must I not now try to make the best of it?" (III, 202).

His detachment from the affair is shown by the fact

that the style of his letters ha~ not altered at all. After

the rape, he is still witty and articulate, quoting jokingly

from "Matt Prior" (III, 200). He says that he "will do her

grateful justice by marriage," but as Prior says "--Let that

be done, which Matt doth say./ Yea, quoth the Earl--But NOT

TO-DAY" (III, 200).

He wovries and wonders why Clarissa is so stupefied:

"For, after all, what is there in her case that should stupefy

such a glowing, such a blooming charmer," but quickly says,

"But I will leave this subject, lest it should make me too

grave" (III, 200, 201). He should be grave, but he cannot.

His tone is flippant: "Well, but, after all (how many after

allt~ have I?)" (III, 201). His maintenance of his usual

rakish style reveals his attitude towards Clarissa. All the

while calling her "admirable creature," he treats her as he

would "any of them" (III, 199).

His metaphors are as imaginative as ever. As in his

previous letters, he compares men and women to lower beings,

to beasts and insects:

Fo~ if I stir, the venomous spider of this habitation
will want to set upon the charming fly, whose silken
wings are already so entangled in my enormous web, that
she cannot move hand or foot. (III, 201)
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His comparison of Mrs. Sinclair to a "venomous spider· i~

appropriate, but he unconsciously l:bnks himself to her by

talking about his own "enormous web" (III, 201). Like

Mrs. S~clair, he, too, is venomous. This comparison reveals

Lovelace's obsession with power, prey and helpless creatures.

Clarissa, with her silken wings, is the struggling helpless

victim, while he is the dextrous spider, spinning his plots

and webs to trap her.

This letter, written shortly after the rape, can be

considered a typically Lovelacian letter. Its completeness

and perfection show how unscathed the experience has left its

writer. One cannot be too affected with anything if one can

function normally and write with one's usual wit and eloquence.

In contrast to this detachment is Clarissa's affecting

response. While Lovelace makes a quick recovery, it takes

Clarissa weeks to regain her health and her composure. She

is profoundly affected by the experience and her first written

reaction to the rape shows her anguish and agony. Unlike

Lovelace, she is· unable to put together a quick, short letter

summing up what has happened. Instead, she starts to write,

is forced to break off, and attempts to resume writing again.

Her fragmented letters are torn or scratched which are illus-

trations of how discomposed she is.

Alan Dugald Mckillop says that Clarissa's tale after

her rape is "a masterly piece of narrative, ~urcharged with

almopt intolerable apprehension of agony." 3 Instead of letters,
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Clarissa writes inpomplete papers. Paper I, which is "torn

in two pieces" (III, 205), is like Clarissa's self, torn in

two. She is no longer the "self" that she was, but she cannot

put in words what she is. She writ~s:;. "Yes, but I am; for

I am still, and I ever will be, Your true--" (III, 205) and

is unable to finish or sign her name.

Her style is completely changed. The Clarissa who

wrote from Harlowe Place to Anna Howe was articulate and self-

assured. Now she writes: "0 what dread:fill, dreadful things

have I to tell you~ But yet I cannot tell you neither. But

say, are you really ill, as a vile, vile creature informs me

you are?" (III, 205). Mark Kinkead-Weekes says: "She cannot

focus on what has happened ••• partly because she cannot bear

to think of them, and partly because she doesn't yet fully

understand." 4 He points out that because of Clarissa's

"intellectual stature" and her "analytic mind," we tend to

forget her age. 5 She has not had the emotional experience

needed to cope with such a crisis. Kinkead-Weekes says:

The educated, highly developed mind, the self-~ufficiency,

the analytic intelligence, ~uddenly drop away. What we
see is a lost and bewildered teenage girl, confused and
grief-~tricken, all assurance and sophi~tication gone;
8eeking desperately for reassurance and love in the only
direction she can, and failing to find any.6

Instead of her usual clear and concise style, we find many

repetitions: e.g. "dreadful, dreadful things" and "vile, vile.

creature" (III, 205). Her confused thoughts are revealed by

her fun~omplete sentences and many dashes: "I sat down to say
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a great deal--my heart was full--I did not know what to ~ay

first--and thought, and grief, and confusion, and (0 my poor

head!) •• :(III, 205). This discursive style is used frequently

by Lovelace for dramatic effect, but is not normally part of

Clarissa'~ style. Lovelace has destroyed her so much that she

is reduced to an incoherent and inarticulate utterance.

Again we see her generosity and concern for others.

In her first few sentences, instead of dwelling on her troubles,

she asks Anna about her health. She is never too ill herself

to think of others. At a moment when she needs comfort and

assurance, she is generous enough to say: "You may well be

tired of me! And if you are, I can forgive you" (III, 205).

Though her ability to write clearly is impaired, her deep-seated

feeling~ for her friend are not.

Her second Paper is "scratched through, and thrown

under the table" (III, 205), which shows the hopelessness of

its plea. In this paper Clarissa writes to her "dear honoured

papa" and is on the verge of asking him to lift his "heavy

curse" (III, 205, 206), but does not quite manage to make

a sentence out of her wish. The whole paper is characterized

by a hesitant tone. Clarissa leaves off and stops writing,

when she comes to something she has not yet come to terms with

or understood. She writes: "And can you, my dear honoured

papa, 'resolve for ever to reprobate your poor child? But I

am sure you would not, if you knew what she has suffered since

her unhappy--" (III, 205). Similarly, she writes: "My name
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is -- I don't know what my name is:" and "for you are my oym

dear papa, whether you will or not -- and though I am an

unworthy child -- yet I gm your child __ n (III, 206). The

blanks and gaps stand for events or things for which she has

no name. Kinkead-Weekes says: "The rape has damaged her sense

of her own identity, her sense of herself as a continuous

personality, and with that, the relationships nearest her heart.,,7

Paper III is the first coherent piece Clarissa writes

after the rape. It is written in the form of a fable and

compares Lovelace to "a young lion, or a bear" (III, 206).

Lovelace's act of violence to her is so brutal and degrading

that ~he is forced to use comparisons from the animal kingdom

to tell her story. U~ing bestial metaphors is a Lovelacean

device; he has been comparing men and women to animals through

out the novel. Clarissa's use of the same device shows Lovelace's

influence on her. He has managed so to penetrate her being,

both physically and mentally, that even the way she expresses

herself is changed.

Paper IV is again written in a style not usually

Clarissa's. It is full of "thee" and "thou." But unlike the

"thee" and "thou" used by Lovelace and his compeers for

dramatic and theatrical effect, Clarissa's are used as ~

way of self-correction. She writes: "How art thou now humbled

in the du~t, thou proud Clarissa Harlowe: Thou that never

steppedst out of thy father's house but to be admired!n(III, 206).
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of puritan introspection." 8 The rape has made Clarissa look

inside herself objectively, perhaps a bit too strictly. She

finds, upon inspection and introspection, that her "penetrating

sister," though jealous, was right: she is full of pride and

vanity (III, 206). CYnthia Griffin-Wolff point~ out that

"Richardson's most important literary antecedent ••• in the

manner of depicting character is Puritan devotional literature.,,9

After the rape, Clarissa's letters slowly change in tone and

style. She becomes increasingly more solemn and religious

as she prepares for her holy death. 10 These papers, written

shortly after the rape, are the first examples of the rigorous

self-examination which Clarissa later SUbjects herself to.

Paper V is written in verse, in the rhythm and style

of the bible. Clarissa writes:

Rejoice not now, my Bella, my sister, my friend;
but pity the humbled creature, whose foolish heart you
used to say you beheld through the thin veil of humility
which covered it.

I must have been so: My fall had not else been
permitted.

You penetrated my proud heart with the jealousy
of an elder sister's searching eye.

You knew me better than I knew myself. (III, 206-207).

Although Clarissa's verses never quite reach the cadence or

the beauty of the Books of Job or the Psalms, her imitation

of these books is close enough to remind us of them. Eaves

and Kimpel say that Clarissa "learns to see herself as a
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result of her suffering." 11 Using the style of Job·to talk

about Clarissa's sufferings, Richardson elevates his heroine.

Clarissa wonders: "And what now is the end of all"(III, 207).

just as Job wondered why the good has to suffer. In the end,

like Job'~Clarissa'8 SUffering strengthens her character and

enriches her personality.

Paper VI is a good example of how Richardson uses

writing letters as a way of revealing the .unconl5.'C.iou~ ~ The

moment of truth happens for Clarissa as she sets her rambling

thoughts down on paper. Because of the rape, Clarissa believes

that marriage and the "prospects of a happy life" are now' beyond

her (III, 207). She thinks:

Who now shall assist in the solemn preparations? Who
now shall provide the nuptial ornaments, which soften
and divert the apprehensions of the fearful virgin? No
court now to be paid to my smiles~ No encouraging compli
ments ••. No elevation now for conscious merits, and applaud
ed purity, to look do¥m from on a prostrate adorer, and
an admiring world, and up to pleased and rejoicing parents
and relations: (III, 407)

Thi~ paper is one of the first examples of what we now call

"interior monologue." As Clarissa bids farewell to marriage,

she unconsciously reveals her pride and the worldly expecta

tions she had for that occasion. More effective than a self-

confession is this technique Richardson uses to reveal charac

ter. Clarissa has hopes and dreams typical of girls her age.

The experience of the rape strip~ her of her veneer and makes

her reveal to herself and to us her secret and innermost wishes

8~d desires. Richardson, like Shakespeare in Lear, uses
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temporary derangement to reveal the unconscious.

Like Paper III, Paper VII-is fUll of animal imagery.

Clarissa chooses the most odious insects and vermins she can

think of to describe Lovelace. The paper is the only one in

which she actually addresses Lovelace. Clarissa calls him:

"Thou pernicious caterpillar," "ThouJ1 fretting moth, n "Thou

eating canker-worm" and "Thou fell blight" (III, 207). The

use of the "thou" here is similar to Lovelace's use of "thee"

and "thou" in his correspondence. It is an unnatural and

artificial address and reminds one of poetry or drama.

Claris~a uses it to distance the whole experience of the rape

from herself. Her emotions and reactions to it are so strong

that she cannot yet cope with the enormity of what has happened.

Mark Kinkead-Weekes emphasizes the fact that the images

in this paper are all on the "destruction of potential ferti

lity, growth, warmth and colour": the caterpillar spoils

the leaf, the fell Blight is the wind that destroys "the early

promises of the shining year," the moth corrupts the "fairest

garment,t1 8nd the worm eats the rose bud (III, 207). 12

Lovelace turns what should be "growth, fertility, harvest,

warmth, richness" into !?omething "poisonous, corrupt and di~

"'ease." 13 These images are variations of the theme of the

"white lily snapped short off, and just falling from the stalk"

(IV, 257) which Clarissa later uses on her coffin lid. Lovelace's

crime is not just robbing Clarissa of what she already has,
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but destroying everYthing that she could ever become.

In Paper VIII, Clarissa is finally able to articulate

the experience in her usual coherent style. She acknowledges

her mistake in believing that she was capable of reforming

Lovelace. She admits that she has been deceived: "You seemed

frank as well as generous: frankness and generosity ever

attracted me: whoever kept up those appearances, I judged of

their hearts by my own; and whatever qualities I wished to

find in them, I was ready to find; and, when found, I believed

them to be natives of the soil" (III, 208). She tells Lovelace:

"You have barba~ously and basely conspired against that honour,

which you ought to have protected," and calls him "vice itself"

(III, 208). The recovery of Clarissa's health is matched by

a recovery of her writing skill. The degeneration of style

at a time of personal trouble in Papers I through VII emphasizes

the way Richardson links writing style to moral character.

Claris~a's anility to regain her style shows her ability to

cope with the tragedy that has occu~d. The path goes uphill

from then on.

Paper IX is a reiteration of the paper before it.

Clarissa forms a supposition to emphasize the difference between

Lovelace's and her character: "Had the happiness of any of

the poorest outcast in the world ••• lain as much in mY power

as my happiness did in yours, my benevolent heart would have

made me fly to the succour of such a poor distressed with

what pleasure would I have raised the dejected head, and
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comforted the desponding heart:" (III, 208). While Lovelace

merely professes to be a Christian, Clarissa practises Christian

charity. She would do unto others what she would have them

do to her.

The last of the papers is full of what Lovelace call~

"poetical flights" (III, 210). Kinkead-Weekes says that it

is "scrawled over with quotations from the poets; from Otway,

CowleYJ Garth, Dryden, Lee and Shakespeare. He comments:

"Having searched herself for the meaning of what has happened,

she finally uses the poetry of others as an emotional catalyst

and relief." 14 After coming to terms with the experience in

her own words, she uses the language and the experience of

others to put her sufferings into perspective. Like her, others

have had t~les that "would harrow up your soul" .(111,. 209) •

She i ~ not the first person to say "farewell" to "Youth'" or

to consider death as a "friend" (III, 209). Like the imitation

to the style of Job, Richardson uses these quotations to

elevate the stature of his heroine. Clarissa's experience is

no less tragic than the most moving and distressing poem or

story we know.

The difference between Lovelace's short announcement

of the rape and the series of papers in which Clarissa struggles

to grope for the words to describe her ordeal shows the great

difference between his and her character. From this point

on, there is no possibility of a reconciliation between these

two dissimilar natures. As Clarissa tells him: "I ,never will
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be Lovelace -- let my uncle take it as he pleases" (III, 211).

The rape has left Lovelace basically unchanged while the event

has shattered Clarissa. She has been plunged into a nightmarish

hell where she is forced to look at and suffer and learn from

her most vulnerable spots. Lovelace's heart remains as cold

and unmovable as steel while Clarissa's tender soul is opened

and revealed to us through her ten papers. Richardson's skill

in the portrayal of the human heart and the exploration of

the inner consciousness has never before been so obvious as

here in these pages written by his two principal characters

after the rape.
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Chapter V

THE LAST LETTERS

Clarissa's and Lovelace's last letters are interesting

when read in comparison with each other. one sounds serene

and happy while the other seems perturbed and uneasy. Both

characters write without realizing how close to death they

are. Their thoughts and feelings at this time are important,

as Richardson is anxious to show the difference between one

whose life has prepared him to meet God and one who has led

a sinful and wicked life. 1

Not surprisingly, Lovelace'S last letter is written

to his best friend Belford. Clarissa's letter, however,

is not directed to Anna Howe, as one might expect, but to

Mrs. Norton. By the time Anna's letter gets to Clarissa, she

is too weak to v~ite, and has Mrs. Lovick write a short note

for her in reply. Anna Howe's importance as a correspondent

and friend has declined in the course of the novel. Her rally

ing and wit were a constant ~ource of amusement and diversion

for Clarissa in the beginning. But, by the end, the experience

with Lovelace has so changed Clarissa that she needs more than

what the impetuous Anna can give. She has to learn to cope

with the tragedy in her own ways. As Anna had said to Clarissa:

"I am fitter for this world than you, you for the next than

me that's the difference" (I, 43). Clarissa must now fit

81
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herself for the "next" world and does so not through corres

pondence with a high-spirited young woman but through medita-

tions and prayers.

Clarissa's letter to Mrs. Norton shows that her medita

tions 'and prayers have succeeded. She is no longer interested

in the affairs or the ties of this world. In response to the

affecting letter of Mrs. Norton which describes in detail

her visit to the hard-hearted Harlowe family, Clarissa only

says: "I cannot help being afflicted for.:!ill.mn" (IV, 300).

Fully recovered now from the temporary confusion of her

senses resulting from the rape, she is her usual thoughtful

self. She thinks of all the options that Mrs. Norton has

f!uggested for her future, but believes that she is "entering

upon a better tour than to France or Italy either~ or even

than to ~ettle at (her) once beloved Dairy-house!" (IV, 301).

She says: "All these prospects and pleasures, which used to

be so agreeable to me in health, how poor seem they to me

now" (IV, 301). She is very unlike the young girl concerned

with suitors and future prospects who began the novel.

The experience with Lovelace has humbled Clarissa so

her writing style is changed. She no longer writes in her

witty, playful or slightly condescending way. She has become

solemn, serious and unassuming. She writes to Mrs. Norton:

"The granting of one request only now remains as a desir2.ble

one from them... It is that they will be pleased to permit my
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remains to be laid with those of my ancestors ••. This however

as they please. For, after all, this vile body ought not so

much to engage my cares. It is a weakness" (IV, 301). Her

concerns with this world are now minimal, as she looks forward

to the next world: "I shall be happy~ I know I shall~ I

have charming forebodings of' happiness already~" (IV, 301).

She want~ Mrs. Norton to reassure her friends: "Who would

not bear the punishments I have borne, to have the prospect~

and assurances I rejoice in~· (IV, 301). Clarissa's happiness

results from her contemplation of the after life and not from

any worldly "wishes .•,. granted" (IV, 301).

Margaret Anne Doody points out that "Clarissa's

repentance is complete; she takes responsibility for her own

actions, and accepts the consequences. She has to a super

lative degree the virtue of patience. 1f 2 Clarissa does not

accuse or blame anyone for what has happened. She refers to

her fall as "my rashness" and regrets that it has made her

family and friends suffer (IV, 300). She is no longer impa

tiently longing for a reconciliation. She tells Mrs. Norton

that she has had "great struggles to get above" her wishes

(IV, 301).

Not willing to bother anyone further, she tells

Mrs. Norton: "I have not left undone anything that ought to

be done, either respecting mind or person; no, not to the

minutest preparation: ~o that nothing is left for you to do

for me. Everyone has her direction as to the last offices .••
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All is ready: And all will be as decent as it should be"

(IV, 301-302). Her elaborate preparations show the serenity

in which she accepts her fate. Unlike Lovelace who refuses

to think about his death, she orders her own coffin and has

the "solemn repository•.• under her window not far from her

bedsideU(IV, 256).

The last image we have of Clarissa is with her last

"house~" She uses the coffin as a desk and writes to Mrs. Norton

on it. This extraordinarily striking picture of Clarissa

sYmbolizes both her tragedy and her triumph. In less than

a year, Clarissa changes from being the daughter, niece, and

granddaughter of an aspiring gentry family to a homeless

refugee, from a girl with her own estate to one who owns

only her final enclosure, her coffin. All the while promi~ing

her freedom, Lovelace succeeds in limiting her space until

she is reduced to a corner of a room in a stranger's house.

Writing, which used to give her delight and pleasure, has

now become her only means of communication, the only way

she can assert herself and her rights as a human being.

On the other hand, this same image shows Clarissa's

triumph over the world. Using the coffin as her desk is a

sign of Clarissa's fortitude and acceptance of her fate. She

is strong enough to welcome death, rejecting the world because

she believes that God "will have no rivals in the hearts of

those He sanctifie~' (IV, 302). The change then becomes one
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of spiritual growth and maturity. From an average teenage

girl, Clarissa changes and becomes the supreme example of

Christian piety.

Similar to the papers written after the rape, in this

letter, Clarissa is "forced to leave off" and use a great

many dashes. Unlike the pure and eloquent style of her first

letters, her writing is now often choppy and unclear. Because

of her weak condition she cannot complete some of her sentences:

"Mamma, I would have wrote -- is the word distinct? My eyes

are ~ misty: If, when I apply to you, I break off in half

words, do you supply them -- the kindest are your due. Be

sure take the kindest to fill up the chasms with, if any chasms

there be "(IV, 302). The experience with Lovelace has

made her unable to be the self that she was before. But instead

of despairing at her physical deterioration, at her inability

to write, she praises God and says: "I bless God, I have not

of late wanted" (IV, 302). To Clarissa, there is always some

thing to be thankful for no matter what happens. Her trust

in God's "various methods" enable her to conquer her most arduous

trials (IV, 302).

In the letter where she believes she is writing with

her "last pen," ~he does not fill the pages merely with her

ovm concerns and troubles. She is still generou~ and con~ide

rate, caring about the future of Anna Howe: "Let my dearest

Miss Howe purchase her wedding garments -- and may all temporal

blessings attend the charming preparation:" (IV, 302). She
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does not let her own prospects cloud other people's happi

ness but does her best to encourage Mr. Hickman by praising

Miss Howe for her "great sense, fine judgement, and exalted

generosity" (IV, 303).

Although Clarissa's style and her attitude to life

have changed, she is not a completely new person. She has

changed in ~o far as she now recognizes her pride, ~he rejects

the world and her worldly prospects, and she is now more pious

and devout. But the qualities which made her the outstanding

per~on that she was still remain. Her goodness, her optimi~m,

her fairness and her sensible nature, revealed to us so clearly

in her first letter, are still very much part of her character.

In this last letter, she writes of Miss Howe:

the little cloudinesses that Mr. Hickman encounters with
now and then•.• are but prognostics of a future golden day
to him: for her heart is good, and her head not wrong.
But great merit is coy, and that coyness has not always
its foundation in pride: but, if it should~ to be
pride, take off the skin-deep covering, and, in her, it
is noble diffidence, and a love that wants but to be
assured~ (IV, 302)

This paragraph does not at all sound like it is written by

~omeone about to die. It has no traces of de~pair or fear,

but is full of hope and good wishes for a close friend. There

are a-number of words which relate to goodness: "good," "not·

'Nrong," "great merit," "noble diffidence" and "love" (IV, 302).

Clarissa's vocabulary shows her optimistic and positive state

of mind. Though Lovelace has destroyed a great part of Clarissa,

he has not managed to touch her innermost being. Her inherent
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goodne~s remains uncorrupt even after the rape.

As we have seen, Clari8sa, unlike Lovelace, rarely

uses metaphors. When she does use them, they are significant

and appropriate. She writes: "As for me, never bride was so

ready as I am. My wedding garments are brought ••• the happiest

suit, that ever bridal maiden wore, for they are such as carry

with them a security against all those anxieties, pains and

perturbati~ns which sometimes succeed to the most promising

outsettings" (IV, 303). Ever since the beginning of the novel,

Clari~sa's family and friends have been pressing her to marry.

Clarissa finally becomes a "bride," not to any mortal man,

but to the heavenly bridegroom, Margaret Anne Doody says:

The soul must be fitly dressed for its union with the
heavenly Bridgegroom (to whom Lovelace, pursuing Clarissa
dressed in his gay 'wedding-suit,' is a kind of Satanic
anti-type) and for the marriage supper of heaven. The
word 'preparatio~' in its theological ~ense. 3

Clarissa'l:' "marriage" takes place shortly after this letter.

Appropriately, her last letter ends with a prayer:

Oh, hasten, good God, if it be Thy blessed will,
the happy moment that I am to be decked out in this all
quieting garb! And sustain, comfort, bless, and protect
with the all-shadowing wing of Thy mercy, my dear parents,
my ever dear and ever kind Miss Howe, my good Mrs. Norton,
and every deserving person to whom they wish well: is the
ardent prayer, first and last, of every beginning hour,
as the clock tells it me (hours now are days, nay years)
of Your now not sorrowing or afflicted, but happy Clarissa
Harlowe. (IV, 303)

Clarissa'~ prayer is a plea from her heart. Like the papers

written after the rape, it shows Clarissa devoid of her usual

intellectual and analytical mind. Near the moment of her death,
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Clarissa utters her deepest wishes: simply her longing to

die, and blessings ~or her family and Qlosest friend. Like

a child praying, she names all her friends, forgetting about

their ~aults and their unforgiving natures. Significantly,

she does not mention Belford, Mrs. Lovick or Mrs. Smith who

now surround her and take care of her, nor does she mention

Lovelace. They are" not really important people to her at this

moment. They do not occupy her innermost thoughts as her family

and friends do. They represent only a short period of her

nineteen years of life.

Her closing sentence shows that her last moments were

"not sorrowing or afflicted, but happy" (IV, 303). John A.

Dussinger says that Richardson expresses the "theme of Chris~

tian perfection" where human suffering is "transcended by the

joy of divine grace." 4 Unlike Lovelace's, Clarissa's last

moments are serene. She dies pronouncing the words: "0

come blessed Lord-Jesus~" (IV, 347) and, as Bel~ord says,

with Ita smile, such a charming serenity overspreading her

sweet face at the instant, as seemed to manifest her eternal

happiness already begun" (IV, 347).

In contrast to this peaceful scene is Lovelace's

horrible death. His end is abrupt, unlike Clarissa's death

which seems to span the last hundred pages of the novel.

Lovelace's last letters are written just before the duel which

takes his life. Although he writes to Belford: "To-morrow

is to be the day that will, in all probability, ~end either
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his letter shows no signs of any somber thoughts on death.

He is confident that he will win: "I am as sure of victory

as I am that I now live, let him be ever so skilful a swords

man; since, besides that I am no unfleshed novice, this is

a sport that, when provoked to it, I love as well as my food"

(IV, 525). The confident tone sho~~ here is like the self

assurance and vanity he showed in his first letter. Unlike

Clarissa, Lovelace does not change at all in the course of

the novel. The qualities he showed at the beginning are still

there.

Although Lovelace pretends to regret his "cursed

devices" (IV, 523) and claims that he is now "the most miser

able of beings" (IV, 522), we never know how serious his repen

tance is. He is aware of his "vile ingratitude to so superior

an excellence" (IV, 522) and calls himself a "villain -- and

a wanton, a conceited, a proud fool, as well as a villain"

(IV, 524), but then says in the next paragraph: "These

reflections ... accompany me in Whatever I do, and wherever I

go; and minglgwith all my diversions and amusements. And

yet I go into gay and splendid company. I have made new

acquaintance in the different courts I have visited .. :'(IV, 524).

The fact that he is now able to divert and amuse himself

shows how quickly he can forget. Unlike Clarissa who is

physically and emotionally unable to do many things she did
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before, Lovelace continues to lead his gay, rakish way of

life.

His style is similarly unchanged. He still pwears

often, exaggerates and uses witty, colloquial expressions.

For example, he says: "If I find myself thu~ miserable ab~aad,

I will soon return to England, and follow your example, I

think -- turn hermit, or some plaguy thing or other" and

"There is no living at this rate -- d-n me if there be:"

(IV, 525). He describes Colonel Morden as "plaguy gloomy" and

says, "my devil must deceive me if he take not his life or his

death at my hands" (IV, 526, 527).

As he did in his first letter, Lovelace still uses

conventional courtly expressions to describe hi~ feeling? for

Clarissa. He says: "By all that's good, I am bewitched to

her memory. Her ve~J name, with mine joined to it, ravishes

my ~oul, and is more delightful to me tha.n the sweetest music!' He

shows his regard for Clarissa. As he said in his first letter,

he must have a "Cynthi2., a Stella, a Sacharissa" in order to

write poetry (I, 145). Clarissa, whether alive or dead, serve8

only as his muse, an ideal woman to dream about.

Whereas Clarissa makes elaborate and active preparations

for her death because she so desires and welcomes it, Lovelace

does not want to let. the idea of death enter into his thoughts.

He says that he "cheerfully" goes to "meet the colonel" and

doubts not "to be able to write again" (IV, 525, 528). He

refuse~ to think of the con~equ0nces of either his own death
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When confronted with the idea that he

might kill the Colonel, he only says: "I'll think of that

hereafter fl (IV, 525). Like Belton and Mrs. Sinclair, Lovelace

maintains an irresponsible attitude towards God, towards his

sins, and towards death until it is too late. His end, when

it does occur, becomes a painful and frightful experience.

Both Clarissa's and Lovelace's last words are not in

their last letters, After her death, Belton finds the will

and the "posthumous fl letters written by Clarissa to her family.

Before Lovelace dies, he utters his famous and mysterious last

words "Let this expiate!" (IV, 530) which i~ recorded in De

La Tour's letter. But their last pieces of writing are impor

tant, as they show their states of mind and thei~ preoccupa

tions before their deaths. Richardson believed in the impor

tance of letter-writing and has Lovelace say at one point:

"I loved familiar letter-writing•.• above all the species of

writing: it was writing from the heart (without the fetters

prescribed by method or study), as the very word corresnondence

implied. Not the heart only; the soul was in it" (II, 431).5

Richardson has Clarissa and Lovelace reveal to us their "heart~"

and their "souls" in these letter~. It is up to us to make

the be~t use of their experience and to enrich our own souls

with the 1es~ons they provide.
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NOTES

1 Margaret Anne Doody, A Natural Passion: A Study
of the Novels of Samuel Richardson (Oxford: Clarendon Presp,
1974). In the chapter "Holy and Unholy Dying: The Deathbed
Theme in Clarissa," Doody points out that "Clarissa's death
is set between those of Belton and Mrs. Sinclair, just as in
traditional religious literature the end of the wicked and
that of the righteous are set side by side." Lovelace's
impatience at his death reminds us of Belton and Mrs. Sinclair,
all of whom die with no time to repent.

2 Ibid., p. 170.

3 Ibid., p. 174.
4 John A. Dussinger, "Richardson's Christian Vocation",

Papers on Language and Literature, III (1967), 3-19.

5 This belief of Richardson has often been countered
by Dr. Johnson's statement in his Life of Pope that "There
is indeed no transaction which offers stronger temptation to
fallacy and sophistication than epistolary intercourse."
However, Richardson's own correspondence showed that he firmly
believed in the sincerity and emotional intimacy afforded
by letter-writing.



CONCLUSION

The few letters chosen from Clarissa's and Lovelace's

volume~ of correspondence take us from their initial meeting,

through her abduction, his fiery contrivance, the rape, and

finally to their deaths. As we have seen, these incidents

mark important stages in the development of the novel. The

difference between the "hero's" and the heroine's reactions

to them show the essential differences in their otherwise

similarly fascinating characters. Richardson uses style as

a means of heightening and emphasizing what he shows through

words and action. When language is used not to mean what it

is supposed to mean, the subtleties of tone and style are

ways by which we can delve into the real intentions and feel

ings of the characters.

From the beginning to his last moment, Lovelace is a

steaming, loquacious, witty and voluble rake figure. Clari~~a,

on the other hand, begins as a sprightly, much-admired, preco

cious young girl, i~ humbled and confused to the point that

~he is not sure of who she is and, finally, rises to become

the figure of Christian piety and perfection. The story of

their tempestuous relationship remains powerful and moving,

not only because of its unusual epistolary form, but because of

its penetrating exploration of man's consciousness, his inner

most being. Richardson's creation of an extraordinarily

intelligent, sensitive and beautiful character such as Clari~sa
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makes Clarissa what it is. Among her less noble and less

scrupulous companions, Clarissa stands out as the heroine

mainly because of her unique use of her writing ability. What

she says of women in general can be best applied to her:

Who ~ees not ••• that those women who take delight in
writing, excel the men in all the graces of the familiar
style? The gentleness of their minds, the delicacy of
their sentiments (improved by the manner of their educa
tion) , and the liveliness of their imaginations, qualify
them to a high degree of preference for this employment:
while men of learning, as they are called (that is to say,
of~ learning), aiming to get above that natural ease
and freedom which distinguish this (and indeed every
other) kind of writing, when they think they have best
succeeded, are got above, or rather beneath, all natural
beauty. (IV, 495)

Among all the other scribblers in the novel, Clarissa'~ writing

is the only one which possesses this "natural beauty." Her

style has the "noble simplicity and natural ease and dignity"

which Belford so admired of the Bible (IV, 6).
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